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TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

HARD IN VICINITY OF YPRES,

KAISER HAS BIG FORCE

Unofficial reports that the Germans had undertaken another attack on
Ypres, marking the beginning of a great battle, received ro confirmations
in today's communication rrom the Trench and German war offices.
The French statement, however, contains a vague reference to renewed German efforts In the region In which they have been expected to make
their onslaught in case they attempted again to break through to the English channel.
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120,000 Germans Hurl Themselves
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ward in "Last Attempt" to Take
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It Is sard that the enemy was showing "considerable activity" to the
north of Arras, a French town near the Belgian border. In Belgium the
artillery fire had become more sp'rited after a dull.
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Foremost Military Men of the Nation Say
he Seeks Only to Promote Peace
GUTIERREZ If ILL ASSD5IE; HIS OFFICE' AT. OaCE
Americans are Guarranteed Immunity From Danger, Property is
Restored to Those From Whom Confiscated acd the City is
Quiei-WihAsks People to be Careful of Considering
Strange Reports From the South
on

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY AND
CZAR OF RUSSIA JOIN BAT.
.
TLERS IN THE EAST

;

The German .statement dismisses the situation by saying that there h
no news to report. Germany continues to view the
military situation in
the east In a confident way, giving no intimation of a ' reversal at the
hands of the Russians. Today's announcement says that 9,500 more
pris
oners have been taken in Russian Poland in the engagements near the
Vistula river, which were said in Berlin to have resulted favorably for the
forces of Emperor William.
...
,
Official Petrograd maintains Its attitude of reserve. ' Such
reports as
are maae oy any or tne tnree nations engaged In the east deal only with
the particular phases of the campaign, so that the picture as a whole is
'
blurred.
The fighting in the Balkans, in northern Turkey and Caucasus, in
Egypt and near the Red sea seemed almost to have been lost sight of. Seldom since the beginning of the wa' have the reports from all qua-te-
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PICKS OUT DANGEROUS POINTS
TEUTONS' RULER GOES TO GUMBINNEN, NEAR WHICH THE

Mexico City, Nov. M (via p:i Taso,
of all the Dec. 1). Genera Villa entered
the
regions evacuated by the Autftrians capital today at the head of about
are facing famine.
25,000 troops.
He arrived during the
afternoon in the suburbs, where he
'
AUSTRIAN
remained during the evening receiving
STOP ATTACK
.
Paris, Dec, 1. A violent attack by delegations and foreign consula. Villa
.

state that the inhabitants

the Austrians on the Servian front will not enter the capital part of the
running from Lazarevarss to Maljen, city until the arrival of Provisional
ENEMY WAITS
the river Ljid, in northwestern President Gutierrez.
along
NO NEWS FROH THE TURKISH BATTLE FIELD
Servia, was repulsed, says a dispatch
Issues a Statement
VON MOLTKE BACK IN GAME from Nish; today to the llcvas agency.
General Villa issued the following
It is reported that more Uian 600 dead statement to
the Associated Press;
and wounded were found on the battle
Neither is There Any Reliable Report From the Balkans Rumors
"My only mission is to restore order
CHIEF OF KAISER'S
GENERAL field. The positions occupied
by the in Mexico and not to take
of Impending Naval Battle are Heard in London Petrojjrad
STAFF RECOVERED FROM
personal
Austrians were on the right bank of
.revenge on anyone. I promise that
HIS ILLNESS
Maintains an Official Silence Regarding Conditions in the
the Ljid. Twenty, officers and 1.500 order will be
restored at once. I am
soldiers are reported to have been
Eastern Theater of Operations
been so vague.
jacting as the subordinate of Provl-- "
captured.
The reported presence of German and British fleets In close proximity
jsional President Gut rez and the naThe monarchs of three of the
in the south Atlantic presented the
of
tional convention. .
another naval battle, but
possibility
gitat European powers are now
ARBITRATION CONTINUES
London, Dec. 1. Though it seems was kept up by the stories that the In this case, too, there was
"The provisional president is now
vVUMam
the
to
at
Emneror
indicate
front.
new
that
nothing
developments
clear that the German army in Rus- burgomasters , were bringing warm have occurred.
Chicago, Dec. 1. The' hearing in the supreme
power in Mexico, and t
has arrived at Insterburg, east
the arbitration of differences between am
sian Poland or that part of it which clothes which would be distributed in
as field commander
merely
acting
to
close
.A
retirement
scene
the
of
of
Prussia,
the
forces before the Eeigian town of
general
the western railroads and their 05,000 of its army. All
the Russians surrounded near Lodz, a few days.
foreigners and for
Dixmude was reported unofficially today. The Germans
the
heavy
fighting
last
during
recently captured
The reported use by the Germans
enginemen was resumed today. It was eign property will he protected.'
narrowly massed, annihilation, the
few
Rusthe
with
from
the allies this town, which lies in the heart of the contested section
days
invading
stated that M. W.'Cadlo, who was on. ; .Villa left Tula W
Germans fought with such fury that of monasteries, chapels, and other
roon.ipg
v.
of Belojum ..where uncounted thousands have died.
iutJSJSnC. 4 sians.
tlie stand yesterday 'whea .' b1 lonm- the cordon encircling them was buildings in captured towns as" bar!Mvw8.cf. toe capture, of Pau -to- man efforts to force a way to the English channel. There was no official
jceivins
emperor
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departed
would
the
ment
was
a
resume,
taken,
cu. by the
broken and as German reiniforce-ment- racks, stables and gun stations is excavalry brigade. of Genon..
day for the scene of action.
quotation of statistics bearing on the Raul Madera." The Carranza
are coming up, the issue is not plained by the prisoners as due to the confirmation, however, of the reported withdrawal, which could not be
troops
is making his
reconciled with reports. ate last night that a great battle was in progress
King
George
men
de
of
the
that
their
contention
belief that the private "buildings had
retired after a skirmish between
,
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to
first
visit
the
battle
line
in
between
the Yser canal and the River Lys. It was said that the 120.000
mands, with only two exceptions, have
The British press, interpreting tne been mined.
France. ,:'
Germans had been brought up before Ypres to make a "last effort" to
the sanction of precedent on one or
move
of
this
The
s
apparent
purpose
"This is better than my last visit,
news dispatches from Petrograd,
town.
the
capture
the
other of man railroads In the when I came
here as a friendless pristhat a Russian success on a is to hinder the Russians developing
country.
oner
of
colossal scale still Is posswde, but in movements until the main German colremarked General
Huerta,"
Dec.
Amsterdam,
i (via London).
Villa upon his arrival today.
all quarters it is admitted that the umn is extricated from the lines from
William
reached
Emperor
Insterburg,
TROOPS DAVID LAMAR IS POT
General Villa had a narrow escape
recent claims of a Russian victory Strykow through Gzierz to Szadk.
east Prussia yesterday. He contin- REVENUE BEGINS TO
indil
Galicia
from
reports
from death juBt before his entry into
were premature.
ued on the way to the front, traveling
cate that the Russian advance along WHEN ASiSIUNS SAYS SO
the city. His train collided with tho
ON TRIAL IN GOTHAM by motor car.
Throughout Belgium the Germans
mon-tain- s
RAPIDLY
IN
POUR
train of General Chao above Tula.
16
miles
are remaining, generally speaking on the foothills of the Carpathian
is
of
northwest
Insterburg
has reached point due south of
Thirty-twpersons were killed and 40
tliA pfATiRivA. and lmmAi.ifl.tA alna of
the capture of which by
Gumbinnen,
thus surrounding the THE PRESIDENT MAKES THIS AN HE IS ACCUSED OF IMPERSONAT- the Russians was
from
Cracow,
wounded.
On?
anile below the scene
a renewal of attempts to hack their ,
reported unofficially
NOUNCEMENT REGARDING
ING OFFICERS OF UNITED
SEEKERS AFTER WAR STAMPS IN of the wreck six mines were found
city from the northeast and south.
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Washington,
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LonRussians had penetrated east Prussia!
Berlin, Dec.
(by Wireless to
generally greatly to appeal to the popWilson will withdraw federal troops charged in three indictments with
New York, Dec. 1. A throng of discovered until the next morning.
anofficial
The
to
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a
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don.)
southwest
point
ular Imagination. The newspapers
the Colorado strike zone as soon personating
officers of the United Gumbinnen.
more than 3O00O persons stormed the
are featuring his majesty's trip, point- nouncement was given out in Berlin as
he receives official word from Gov- - States with Intent to defraud Wall
United
Wilson Warns the Public
States internal revenue offices
ing out that it is the first time a reign- today:
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his armies in the field for 171 years, western arena of the
Petrograd. Dec. l. Emperor .Nicho
The president reiterated today that eral district court.
to many documents and Mcxico City, has assured the United
left Petrograd this morning for the be affixed
las
George II being his last predecessor Prussia and in southern Poland It was the commission named
District Attorney Marshall announc-woulby him Sunday
proprietary articles. Thousands who gtateg sovernment tnronga American
to do so.
generally quieter yesterday. In norththeater of war.
have nothing to do with the ed that Lamar would be prosecuted
had to wait in line became so demon jConsul Siniman that foreigners will
ern Poland, south of the Vistula, our
'on
one
but
was
to
.three
present
indictments
that extra police were called, bg gJven evRry protection an4 that
strike,
the
strative
only
appointed
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war booty was increased still further
Von Moltke Gets Back
Attack on Russian Right
one
be
of
him
in
service
differences
with
them quiet.
to
charging
settling
impersonating
as
keep
a
successes
result
;n1g troops will continue to preserve
announced
of the
Berlin, Dec. 1. latest reports from
Amsterdam, Dec. I (via London).
which might arise in the future. Seth Representative A. Mitchell Palmer,
'
"
that 'onjeri
estimated
Anderson
Collector
yesterday.
Russian Poland given out officially in
Lieutenant General count von Moltke,
Low and the other members of the with the intent to defraud J. P.
the j Dispatches from Mr. Silliman, tell- Berlin indicate that the Germans have , '"The number of prisoners taken by.
a Berlin dispatch to the Tele- - 20,000 persons will have received
&
are
in
Washing-- ' gan
Company and the United States says
expected
us
before
about
been
increased
9,500
night.
has
stamps
by
ing of his Interview with Zapata and
resumed the execution of their plan to
ton December 14 to confer with de- - Steel corporation. It is charged that graaf, has recovered his health and
cleri-- " reassuring messages from the Brazl-ca- l
19 more canwe
taken
have
men,
and
his
of
the
Because
of
Inability
Russian
and
the
ia returning to the front. Count von
encompass
right flank
!
part in en t officials.
Lamar, in .telephone messages, repre
forces to handle the throng Col- - Man minister in Mexico City were laid
to force it back on the center. At the non. In addition, 26 machine guns:
Moltke had heen ill tor several weeKS,
sented
as
himself
Palmer
and
being
carts
and
ammunition
numerous
Ml
Anderson issued a statement before President Wilson and the
lector
same time cutting off the Russian
wnicn time various reports
dispatch to the Havas agency says sought improperly to have the Morgan auring
a stay in the war tax pen- - inet by Secretary Bryan,
communication with Warsaw.- - The into our hands."
him
were
circulated.
firm and tne steel corporation em- - concerning
that
two
the
last
during
the
Both Mr. Silliman and the Brazilian
days
"until
such time as the office
alties
It was said he had been succeeded
carrying out of this plan, which began
bombardment has been particularly' p'y Eward Lauterbach, a lawyer.
- minister
to
handle
is
promptable
reported that Zapata has
The French Report
applications
with a Russian defeat -- at Lipnu and
as
of
chief
the German general staff
One indictment charges Lamar with
violent.
One shell struck a gas rescourteous to the diplomatic
ly."
at Flock later, was hindered by the Paris, Dec. 1. The French communjbeen
General
This
Major
by
Falkenhaya.
to explode. The in- conspiring with Lauterbach. District
The fact that the passengers on two corps. :
arrival of Russian reinforcements, and ication given out in Paris this after- - ervoir, causing it
Marshall announced thai report, however, was not confirmed,
Attorney
dustrial
of
life
is
the
ai siand-stiJat
city
President Wilson spoke a word of
steamers
the Germans for a moment were noon says that yesterday the enemy
said
sailing today for Europe had
in
Berlin
it
General
that
being
Lauterbach would be tried separately.
thrown on the defensive Now, after showed considerable activity north of
Falkenhaya was merely acting as engaged passage before the new Iar warning to the public today regarding
For the last two days there has been
o
chief of staff during the illness of went into effect prevented tho gov- - the reports of the situation m
repulsing a number of attacks, the Arras. In Belgium there was a. lively
VALUABLE RELICS LOST
a
scarcity of water, and it is thought .
from collecting $7,740 from At his weekly conference', wlib the
eminent
von
Germans apear to be moving forward exchange of artillery, but no infantry
General
Moltke.
Dec. L In an "account of the
that the enemy may ha,ve Cut the con- - Paris,
the under the new tax. The two Washington correspondents the pres-in the direction of Lowicz.
attack.
,
, . .
r.
v,
oi itneims, wnicn was in
uu,,,u'"umeni
All
duits.
civilians
are
to
be
required
carried 2,580 passengers, who dent declared there were many
vessels
"In Belgium there was a rather
Gorman movements in the region
Austrians Lose at Cracow
for several
intermittently
had paid more than $30 each for their eons in Mexico as well oa the rutted
have not been interfered with in the spirited artillery fire during the day indoors ,by 8 p. m., and lights must (progress
e
1
weeks the Temps asserts that the
(via PetroLemberg, Galicia, Dec.
last few days, and this, Geiman mili- of November 30, but no attack was be extinguished at 9. During the night
tickets, and consequently would have States who found it to their ad van
grad and London). The energetic
museum, the Roman,
iobaeo!8ical
streets
deserted
are
patrolled
by
as
made by the German infantry.
The
subject to a war tax of $3 each, age to have trouble in the south era
tary observers say, must be taken
of British troops. English air.,lic and French collections, have been Russian advance is persistently pusha highly favorable sign, a3, in their enemy continued to show considerable
republic and were Interested in giv- ships are continually hovering over j destroyed. Tapestries by Pepersack, ing back the Austrians into Cracow.
REICHSTAG MEMBERS CONFER
ing out false reports of the situation.
opinion, a German repulse of the Rus- activity to the north of Arras.
Flemish workman, also were ruln- - Information reaching Lemberg from a
e
"In the region of the Aisne there the town, and frequently have engage-:tn- ed. The
sian advances probably has been folRprlin Dw.
factories have been damaged trustworthy source is to the effect that
ments with the air craft of the
lowed by a general offensive move-jnen- t was intermittent artillery fire along
""""' v
to such an extent that the textile the Austrians are evacuating position formal opening of the reischtag to- Ported the arrival in person of Gcners,!
all the front. lit the Argonne the
of the Germans toward Lodz;
w
frv
two
iuioi
manufactory has suffered greatly. The after position, with large losses.
The general at once
fighting continues, but without (bringIt is stated that the Austrians' line day to consider the business to be put ,2aPata Sunday.
loss by destruction of cloth is estiDISLODGED
ARE
TURKS
roa-S- ,
in
tne situation.
- reorea tne tram car properties
German Prisoners Suffering
being any change
Is
funds
War
before
that
body.
of retreat Is strewn so thickly with
mated at 350,000,000 francs
In
iind
tt
the
"In
district
Woevre
the
1
rtate-menurawiuuoi,,,,,
t
(via London).
Petrograd, Dec.
the dead that. th -miRaifln9 We- not lieved to be the principal matter to
Paris, Dec, 1. An official
the
tor.,
r"
owning
corporation,
The condition of German prisoners Voscres there is nothing new to
of
advanced.
from the general staff
the
time to bury them. The cold is so be
.
property ot an American narart
Russian army in the Caucasus, telecaptured in the vicinity bt Lodz is
severe that the bodies are frozen.
CATS MUST CROAK
hii3said to resemble that of the French
to
the
ANOTHER ROAD INDICTED
jvWdl 8l
graphed today from Petrograd
St. Louis, Dec. 1. All cats in GerGerman officers are in supreme comarrlvr-General
Anseles
tuo
Armentieres in Trouble
Havas agency, says;
troops during Napoleon's retreat from
to
CVacowi
make linings mand at
many are to be killed
jThey are placing maN. X, Dec.
Trenton,
lhe
Trozen
day
of
aJv.,,.(,,
them
have
(,u;i;
Moscow. Many
,th
Paris, Dec. 1. The city of Armen,"In the valley of the Euphrates the for coats for the soldiers, according to chine guns light artillery and wire-- States District Attorney Davis today
hands and feet. They wera wrapped tieres on the River Lys around which Russian columns,, taklnr the offensive, information reaching St. Louis fur less appartus, it Is
army atul Uir
reported, on the confirmed the report that the federal pitta's
for rui,Wa. "T10 rity
in (blankets and shawls taken from has raged some pf the severest fight-thfrom
the
Turks
dealers
their
posicathodral
and
other
dislodged
historical ed!fices,
today through trade papers,
had Tertirned an indict-'.vmmnn!cfttn V ent
peasants. One private wore a ing 0f the war, is now in a serious tions and put them to flight. The IT. N. Darragh, secretary of a large .'drawing .the fire of the Russians grand jury
'
the Central Railway of
against
T(,ra"Cn,,
aml
woman's fur cap. The prisoners say plight. The Germans hegv.n to shell Russians captured two cannon and fur company, said house cats are a against the buildin
n
The recent ar- - New Jersey for alleged rebatin to
re
that before
'the
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city aho'ut three weeks Ben. A also a certain number of prisoners." larce factor in the normal fur trade, (rivals from the provinces of Galicia dealers in
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Is heaping full
of all kinds, of Toys
LANTERNS
MACHINES

ta

ROCKING HORSES

1914.

Fe.
Th

allied

transaction

SLEDS
BUILDING BLOCKS AND
GAMES OF ALL KINDS

Beaded Apron Tunic in a Party Gown

became

Wheezingi n the lungs indicates that
phlegm is obstructing the air pas-

STOVES
HORNS
DRUMS AND
.
..
CANNONS
TRAINS OF ALL KINDS
FIRE ENGINES
HOOK AND LADDER TRUCKS

Stop Those Early Brc.tcr.fal Coughs
They hang on all winter If noi
checked, and pave the way for serioui
throat and lung diseases. Get a hot
tie of Foley's Honey and Tar Com

TOOL CHESTS AND
WORK BENCHES
HORSES, DOGS, CATS AND
ALL KINDS OF STUFFED
ANIMALS
BANKS
FURNITURE
DOLL BUGGIES AND

f

pound, and take it freely. Stopi
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
1
throat, loosens the phlegm and
cnuaren
for
Best
laxative.
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates, u. u
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.

im

Hundred of Dolls
But it would take a whole newspaper to tell all

m
MISS MORRISON ENGAGED
Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Judge A. L. Mor
rison today announced the engagement
of his grandaughter, Miss Erin Mor-

about these toys.
because

We want all you little boys and girls to come and see them
if it wasn't for you children there would be no Christmas.

So come.

rison, daughter of Robert Emmett
Morrison of Prescott, Ariz., to Morris
B. Carpenter of Phoenix, Ariz., a pros

Laa VoasLoadingStoro

perous ranch owner of high character
and excellent reputation. The matter
is of much interest locally, a Miss
Morrison has visited here frequently,
South SidoPlojai
and her father Is one of the best
of the southwest.
known attorneys
While the date for the wedding has
not been definitely set, it probably will
ville, which is on the ocean to ocean occur early next year. Miss Morrison
highway. We have cut down several is a lovely girt, popular in society cirII
hills on this road and have construct cles.
ed several substantial runways. We
Lame back may come from over
have surfaced this road with gravel
and have a dragging contract similar work, cold settled in the muscles of
to those mentioned above. It is in the back, or from disease. In the two
fine shape and looks like a boulevard, former case the right remedy Is
It
compared to some of the other high- BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
over
"
fan
rubbed
should
f
he
thoroughly
ways.
relief will be
"We have worked all over ihe coun the affected part, the
and
satisfactory. Price 25c,
REPORT ty in doing repair jobs, and we keep prompt
oMMrssiON'S ANNUAL
and
50c
$1.00
per bottle. Sold by
the roads ia as good condition as posSHOWS WHAT HAS BEEN
Co. Adv.
Central
Drug
of
amount
the
sible
considering
ACCOMPLISHED
money we have to spend in this con
RURAL CREDITS MEETING
In reply to a request rrom State nection.
Dec. 1. Senator FletWashington,
a "Besides the regular poll tax work cher of
chairman of the UniEngineer James A. French for
Florida,
statement of the work done on th we have spent several hundred dollars ted States rural credit commission has
in the repair of the road leading from called an
highways by the San Miguel county
important meeting of that
road commission during the fiscal La "Vegas to Encino, which will give body for tomorrow. The committee
year which closed yesterday, George Las Vegas connection with the Pecos willtry to adjust the differences In the
H. Hunker a member of the commis- valley. This road is in fair condition varlous rural credit ma before con.
Tail-per- t
and is passable for automobiles.
- gress,
Senator Fletcher has been in
sion, and his colleagues, Robert J.
"We are working in connection with consultation With Secretary of the
and Sostenes Delgado, have supthe Commercial club of Vaughn for Treasury McAdoo, and It is believed
plied the folowing information:
"We have construeted a first class the purpose of building a direct road 4he measure to be advocated bv the
XTd f
a anil frcm
3
t Vn..ia
Las Vegas through Antonchico 'committee will accord with the admin- have! to Vaughn. We understand that the igtration's views.
we
just outside the latter place
bought land lying adjacent to the A. T. county commiselonera of Guadalupe
and S. F. railway line and made the county will let a contract in January Mrs. MeClain'a Experience With Croup
"When my boy, Ray, was small he
road straight, thus avoiding the cross- for the construction of a bridge at
ing of the Sapello river two times. On Antonchico. We expect to make a was subject to croup, and I was al
this road we have put in numerous good road from Las Vegas to Anton- ways alarmed at such tlius. Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy proved far
runways and iron culverts 23, to be chico in the next several months.
"Our experience with gravel surfac- - better than any other for this trouble,
exact. We have surfaced this road
with gravel from Laa Vegas north ing has been most satisfactory. We It always relieved him quickly. I am
about five miles. We are just now have the wagon dump the load in theever without it in the house for I
it is positive cure for croup,"
completing a small stretch of this center of the road, the distance
road, consisting of about two miles, ered being about ten feet. After about writes Mrs. W. R. MoClain, Blairsville,
and will complete this work within the 100 loads are dumped a man spreads Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.
next week or ten days.
this out and levels; it up to a width of
CHARGE AGAINST JUDGE
"On this particular road we let con six or seven feet. Nothing more is
tracts for dragging it after each rain done, but rain and snow and the Youngstown, O., Dec. 1. Judge W.
or snow, and we find that this is a travel of hundreds of vehicles soon P. Barnum of the out of common
most excellent thing and keeps the packs the gravel Into the earth, mak- pleas has until Wednesday to answer
highway in fine shape at all times. ing a mixture almost as hard as ce- to serious charges or professional misconduct, brought by the Mahoning
About two miles this side of Onava, ment
Ohio
association.
Bar
on this particular road, we have filled
"We have in, service three outfits, County,
iti approximately a quarter of a mile each provided with camp wagons and Barnum is charged with having prom
with a three foot filling. This was necessary equipment, a team, pdow, ised immunity to Frank Callahan, of
one of the worst places on this road, scraper, etc. With each outfit we have Youngstown, convicted of conducting a
and it is now inl good shape.
six or seven men. We contemplate disorderly house, provided Callahan
"On the road leading from Las keeping these outfits in service as would give Barnum a lease to proper
He is also charged
Vegas to Mora we keep a man, em- much as possible, and sending them ty Callahan owns.
to compel Gal
ployed by the month, to look after from one portion of the county to with having attempted
a
statement
to
latin
in a
false
sign
and keep in shape that section of the another, working upon the roads;.
was recently deBarnum
newspaper.
river
between
the
Sapello
highway
"We have received a great number
but his term has
feated for
and the Mora county line. This Is of complaln.ta from
people living on two more years to run. Friends of the
as
known
the canyon road. Before road 8 that we have not beeji able to
accused judge declare polit'ca is at
putting a man in charge, however, we work, but it is our intention and idea
the
bottom of the charges.
put this part of the road m good con- ta first select what we consider the
dition, and we require of him that he moat important roads, do permanent
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
maintain it so. We have furnished work upon these,
get them in good
There is such ready action InFolej
him with a drag, which he Is. required shape and then take
up some other Kidney Pills, you feel their healln?
to use after each rain or snow. From road and get it in
good shape. With from th verv first dose. Backache
the Sapello river to the junction of the limited means that we have at
s
Uie Ias
road we have our disposal we feel that if this work weakj , flore,. mnen painful bladder
.,iv
vuuu unvpear wu
.
. v "v "
M a draKRin contract similar ta .
vl
lu nB" ren year8 "at their use. O. Palmer. Green Bav
mentioned above and have found that San Miguel county will be
in good Wl8., gay8
.,wlre lB rapidly re
by dragging the, highway it la kept ia shape, as far as Its roada are con- covering her health and strength, du
good condition.
cerned."
j 'solely
to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G
"We have constructed an entirely
and Red Cross Drug Store
j Schaefer
"new road from Laa Vegas to Romero- Read The Optic for war news.
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WORK IN THIS

a pretty party gown, in which
SUCH of
those beaded garnitures is

featured, is shown here. The bodice
of beaded net, is a
and apron-tunlo- ,
new development of the ready-madbodice and tunic affairs that have
so delightfully helped out In the mak
ing of evening gowns. The straight-hangin- g
front, with frill of lace falling
below the waist line, is the most
of style touches. ,Tust now fashion
does nothing to the waist line but
Ignore it. She would like to have all
her devotees forget it, and a great
number of them do.
The dress Is of crepe de chine made
skirt with some
with straight-hangindrapery near the bottom where the
left side vanishes under a hemmed
bias edge at the right. The bodice is
the simplest imaginable, a "baby
waist" that is, a plain gathered front
and back with short plain sleeves. It
is merely a foundation and background
for the beaded bodice of the tunic. .
e

g

Vegaa-Watrou-

.

l.,

The sleeves are finished with a na
row spangled band like that at the

side of the apron-tunic- .
The bodice of the tunic covers the
underbodlce back and front. A narrow
fringe of beads finishes the short
sleeves. At the back the bodice may
be finished with a girdle or the frill of
lace, somewhat scantier in fullness,
may be extended around the figure. A.
flat tassel of beads finishes each side
of the tunic at the bottom.
These beaded garments are shown
In all the light colors and In black.
Black and silver and black and gold
on black net are among the showieRt.
Gold net with gold spangles and bead?
is In high favor. The tunic and dress
match in color, as a rule.
The small corsage bouquet of satin
roses worn at one side of the lace frlii
Is a detail that should not be overlooked. It is much more than a detail in the costume.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

Dainty Footwear for Evening

mm

cov-jkno-

such-liabilit-
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of the insufficiency of the salary fund
HARD TIMES BLAMED
to meet all demands upon it. How
Santa Fe, Dec. 1. In reply to comever, before Santa Clans is due, the
comarrearages! will be paid as the tax col- plaints of the state corporation

-

ICE WAGONS

damage suit of Elfego Baca, appellant,
vs. the City pf Albuquerque, appellee.
The opinion la by Chief Justice Clarence J. Roberts. The suit was by
Baca against the city to recover damages for the alleged careless driving
of a fire engine. The district court
dismissed the complaint. The syllabus by the court says:
"Section 1, Chapter 67,, State Laws
Held that such ac1905, construed:
tion does not relieve the member cr
officer of such corporation from liability for tortious acta done by
him, jn the discharge of his official
upon
duties, and cast
the city, unless such tortious act is
done by authority of such corporation,
or in execution of its orders." H. B.
Jftmison appeared for Baca and John
C. Lewis and
N. Wilkerson for the
of
Albuquerque.
city

W. T. Huchens, NMnotson. Ga., had
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND a severe attack of rheumatism. His
sages.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
can be coughed up and ejected. Price and moving about was very painful.
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by He was certainly in a bad way when
be started to take Foley Kidney Pilla.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
He says, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
OFFICIALS ARE LOSERS
Santa Fe, Dec. 1. State officials rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
were paid only 40 per cent of tneir all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
salaries for November today, because Rec Cross Drug Store. Adv.

stand for the government, p.s the first
witness, this morning.
The government's case is being prosecuted by Assistant United States
District Attorney Charles E. Wade, Jr.
Opposed to him in defense of Mme.
Bell are Judge E. R. Wright and H. S.
Bowman of Santa Fe.

TOY DISHES

FOR DISPLAY

Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Anothejr great
saving has been affected to the New
Mexico board of exposition managers
by the offer of the John Lee Clarke
Company of Albuquerque to furnish
free of charge for the New Mexico
building, the Navajo rugs and Indian
weaving to be used in furnishing the
rooms, which includes rugs for the
mission settees and certain winoow
nangings and portieres. The interior
effects will be subdued and chaste and
the furniture and furnishings in keeping, all, however, characteristic of the
southwest and New Mexico. The beautifully colored glass transparencies of
New Mexico scenery to be placed in
the upper hajf of the windows in certain rooms will add much to the impression that the visitor will get.

known, it is said, when one of the
girls, objecting to "discipline" inflicted by Mme. Bell, made the white slave
charge In retaliation.
One of the three girls was on the

WAGONS

MUCH

1,

federal court. It was begun this morning, when Mona Bell of Santa Fe,
widely known throughout this section,
was placed in the dock.
According to the government's allegations, Mine. Bell who at that time is
said to have been conducting a resort
in Santa Fe, went to Denver and arranged for the entrance into her house
of three girls.
She is alleged to have negotiated
with the trio at a well known Denver
resort, made terms agreeable to them
and furnished transportation to San-

Toyland
MOVING PICTURE
STEAM ENGINES

DECEMBER

DONATIONS

MONA BELL TRIED
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec, 1. For the
second time since the term here opened a white slave trial is on in the

Rosenwalds' The Christmas Store

MAGIC
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lections in al but a few counties are
heavy and will be remitted to the
state treasurer within the next two
weeks.
The periodical shortage in
the salary fund is due to the constitu
tional restrictions as to the proportion
of the income of the state to he used
for general purposes and so it often
happens that when the funds for the
institutions are considerably in' ex
cess of appropriations, the general
fund is insufficient to meet demands
and that although the state has a
balance exceeding half a million dol
lars yet it cannot pay its officials in
full.
C

I

T R O L A X

CITROLAX
CITROLAX

Besi thing

for constipation, soui
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
Isfactory flushing no pain, no nausea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Cit
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

mission, because of the lateness of
the Denver & Rio Grande trains on
branch,
the Santa
Magraw fil Alamosa replied
today that it was due to the economies necessitated by the hard time.9
and because of the hauling of the material for the lumber Branch road that
has been built to Ojo Caliente and
beyond and promises that in the future trains would be more regular in
keeping to the printed schedule.
Super-ittende-

WHITE'S NEW HOME
Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Superintendent
o Public Instruction Alvan N. White
and family today took possession of
,
their new home on Washington
Hotel
de Vargas.
opposite the
avei-nue-

Superintendent White purchased the
property from former State Engineer
Charles D. Miller.
MORA ROAD WORK

Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Engineer II K.
has been ordered by State
Engineer James A. French to take
charge of the road work between Mora
and Cleveland, Mora county. MorBACA LOSES CASE
gans returned with Engineer Eugene
Santa Fe, Dec, 1. The state su Harvey from a hunting trip on the
preme court today confirmed the dis- upper Pecosi, during which they shot
trict court for Bernalillo county in the two wild turkeys.
Morgans

V

;

day has come when displays of
footwear may be said to
rival displays of jewelry in brilliance.
Judging from the dressy shoes and
slippers which fill the show cases of
the shoe shops, and those of departments in the great stores, the adjectives which have been used in describing gowns and hats will find

THE

themselves associated In the future
with clothing for the feet. It will
require them to convey any idea of
the daintiness and brilliance that
characterize the newest footwear for
evening.
Black patent leather combinations
with white kid make up a great number of the handsomest slippers. But,
besides these, there are combinations
of bronze, gold end silver with fabrics and slippers of these fancy leathers alone, as well as slippers made of
fabrics alone. The array is dazzling
and in point of variety bewildering.
Just now there is a liking for white
satin on which gold or silver figures
are thrown up In embroidered designs. .These are finished with small
but most brilliant' buckles of rbine-stone-

Certainly such slippers deserve to be called confections in footwear. But to get any idea of the variety which confronts the purchaser,
just the display in a single show case
may be described to give a clear idea
for this
of the leading
v
season.
First there is a satin novelty called
the Polnciana slipper. It is a plain,
beautifully shaped model with short
vamp, somewhat pointed toe and
French heel. At the back the satin
extends upward to the ankle, where
It is fastened to a velvet band. This
fcpnd encircles the ankle, fastening
with two small pearl buttons at the
side. One may choose this slipper
in white satin with black velvet collar, black satin with white velvet collar, silver cloth with black velvet, or
style-faatur-

e

black satin vamp and .white satin
quarters. Very plain, very beautifully
finished and very elegant, the Empress is shown' in this single combination.
A third strikingly beautiful
slipper has a black satin
vamp and heel, with quarter of white
satin extended over the instep in a
strap. The edges of the slipper and
strap are bound with black satin and
this new creation is fastened with a
double buckle of brilliant rhinestones
at the side. One may have it in all
black or all white, either of them
handsome enough but having not
quite the snap of black and white and
rhinestone in conjunction.
Next comes a quiet model in bronze
kid having a tongue embroidered
with bronze beads, and then a tango
tie in bronze laced across the inBtep
with ribbon which ties about the
ankle. These are to be bad in other
materials and colors.
Less showy, a slipper In dull kid is
exquisitely shaped and supplied with
four straps across the instep. The
toe and straps are beaded. This is
made in white or in bronze, with
beads to match. Then comes a marvel
in white satin and gold brocade and
after It an array of plain satin opera
slippers in all the evening colors.
Truly she who is looking for something new and beautiful in slippers
will have no trouble in finding all that
she is looking for, and more, too.
For there are other showcases filled
with other slippers.
black-and-whi-

JULIA

BOTTOMLEY.

Blue and Black Tulle.
A black satin evening gown

has

very attractive sleeves. There are
deep blue tulle foundation sleeves that
reach over the hands, and over these
shirred sleeves, equally long, of black
tulle.

The soft folds of tulle and chiffon at
Next to it stand the EmpreHs, quite present introduced on the bodices are
deserving of its royal name with wonderfully becoming.

In all black.
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an You Find .the
&OU.UUU rsi oiograpiisr
Here's how thirty feet of celluloid cost $50,000.
When the moving picture action for Louis Joseph
Vance's new and sensational novel, "The Trey O'
Hearts," was being outlined something happened.
The producer pointed out seven places in the novel
that he claimed could not be portrayed in pictures.
But they were.
It only took thirty feet of film to do it, but it cost
$50,000 to get the negativesl
See if you can find these situations in the pictures.
They are just ona of the many things worth looking for in
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It ia tha most extraordinary picture production ever made,
and will probably never be beaten and seldom if ever equaled.
It cost the Universal Film Co. $200,000 to produce the reels
Showing the hundreds of sensational adventures, and depicting
in detail the action in this remarkable Btory.
The best, biggest and most interesting of the motion picture
productions to be seen weekly at

The
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TREASURER HADE
MONEY FORTIIE

STRIKE INVESTIGATION
Denver, Dee. 1. Mine owners, union
officials, publio officials, citizens and
officers of the militia are the witnesses which are to appear before the United States commission on industrial
relations at its hearing on the Colorado strike

situation.
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CONFESSION

recommendations to congress.
.It is believed that the Colorado situation will be cleared up by congressional action. The American Federation has asked the president to urge
that the coal operators comply with
the federal plan for a settlement of
the strike, and on their failure to comply, to have the government take over
the mines and operate them.
OFFICIALS ON TRIAL
Oakland, Calif., Dec. 1. James Hig- gins and Charles Ll Gale, two of the
four election officials Indicted by the

will Help Other Women.

:
HInes, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
great aeai oi gooa.
Before I commenced usins Cardui. I
would spit up everything 1 ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular.
ana wouia nave severe neaaacnes con
tinuously.
Since taking Cardu!, I have entirely
quit spitting up what 1 eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and 1 have
gaiiicii iu puunus in weigm.
If you are a victim of an v of the numer
ous Ills so common to your sex, it is
wrong io suner.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
inousanus oi leuers, similar io me aoove,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
you, too. uet a ootue today, you
won t regret it. Your druggist sells it.

Chicago After many delays and
much litigation, Chicago's most exclusive club, The Casino, will open next
Saturday with a dansant. Mrs. Joseph
G. Coleman is president of the governing board.
The Chicago Women's club, of which
Mrs. Harlan Ward la president, has
opened an emergency bureau, and do
ing noble work securing positions for
thousands of women who are out of

All

"Two Men Cling to Their

Perch.
Bartlett, Neb. Attacked by a pack
of coyotes, held In a tree for more
than fifteen hours and then permitted
to escape In an almost miraculous
manner, was the story told here by

Henry Townsend and Thomas Coup-land;
business partners.
Townsend and Coupland were re
turning in a motor car from a business
trip to O'Neill. They were attacked by
a large number of coyotes In the sandhill country while eating lunch near
a creek.
They were cut off from their car.
They were armed with revolvers; but
the coyotes were too numerous to
start a fight. A hickory tree was near.
,

.

MUNICIPAL

DANCE HALLS

To guard against
the evils of privately conducted dance
halls, Chicago wilt this week open its
own halls. The first municipal dance
hall will probably open tomorrow
night They will be under the city's
department of publio welfare. City
officials will attend the grand open- tog and Mayor Carter Harrison will
Women's clubs are to fur
speak.
nish
the
chaperones, under Mrs. Leo
work.
Z. Meder, head of the welfare denora
Evanston
Gordon
A.
of
Anna
Miss
was recently elected national presi- partment.
dent, W. C. T. TJ.
Gas in the stomach comes from food
There are 529 women physicians in
which
has fermented. Get rid of tills
Chicago.
badly digested food as quickly as posCincinnati The Ohio Daughters of sible if you would avoid a bilious atthe Revolution voted unanimously to tack; HEROINE is the remedy you
ban all military styles for women's need. It cleanses and strengthens the
'Iress, even to braids and brass but- stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
tons.
Miss Lucy Stone, aged 60, is a 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv
Chicago,

Dec. 1.
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16,002,160,000

idle acres of

till-

la

s

Iine-Lcs-
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able land where they can make a
iu the JtAurntil of the Airii-nliving by tickling the earth with a
Mfili.'fll
ANNOfifttfon f.Inu;ir17,
1!H-forked stick, but we do not need them
wsk tii following :
Iihm
Mlt
NiJttC.I
tilllfN
nutuy
so far as increasing production Is contlist In tiflierculoMtM or iu the
Mtutce
an lnTenMr,l
cerned; we now have all the producers
amount of mlfium Hme) W lowt.
we can use. The city man has very
In fn.'t,
both in the urine and
erroneous Ideas of agricultural condi
a deininernllxation Iihn
thonuht
to lie a forerunner of the. developtions. The commonly accepted theory
ment of tiiliereiiioHls
that we are short on production is all
"Forced feeding; of tnhereuloNlw
enormoun amount of
In
patientandullil the once
pro
Our annual increase
wrong.
milk
Kiven nueh
ejfK
duction far exceeds that of our In
are not novr eonNhlered ailvi-ah- le
a
number
of iiliyaicfana
larKe
hy
crease
In
population.
Because It Is so perfectly safe to use
who are
eeinlizinr In the treatand has been of such great help to a
ment of iiulmonnry tuhereulotxiM.
The World as a Farm.
host of expectant mothers, thess women,
If tuberculosis Is due to a loss of
Taking the world as one big farm,
lime from the system, the success of
experienced In this moat happy period,
In
of
land
acres
Eckman's
two
billion
we
find
Alterative in tTie treatadvise the use of "Mother's Friend."
ment of this disease may tie due, in
Applied externally to the abdominal cultivation. Of this amount there is
to
the
fact that it contains a
part,
muscles its purpose la to relieve tha
lime salt so combined with other
approximately 760,000,000 acres on the
undue tension upon the cords and ligavaluable
ingredients as to be easily
ments resulting from muscular expansion. western and 1,260,000,000 acres on the
assimilated.
Beneath the surface is a network of fine eastern hemisphere, in cultivation
Always we have urired users of
nerve threads and tha gentle, soothing: This
Eckman's Alterative to attend strictdoes not in
of
course,
estimate,
ly to matters of food.
"Mother's
is
embrocation,
Friend,"
In addition to rest and proper diet,
designed to so lubricate tha muscular clude grazing lands, forests, etc..
some effective remedial atrent seems
fibres as to avoid the unnecessary and where large quantities of meat are
to be needed, and in numerous cases
continuous nagging upon this myriad at produced.
of apparent recovery from tubercunerves. It is a reflex action.
losis and kindred throat nnd bronThe world's annual crop approxi
chial affections Eckman's Alterative
Applied to the breasts it affords the
mates fifteen billion bushels of ce
has supplied this need.
proper massage to prevent caking.
If does not contain opiates, narThousands of women have reason to reals, thirteen billion pounds of fibre
or
cotics
believe in this splendid help under the
drufjs, so it
sixty-fivtons of meat.
million
and
is
safe to try. Tour drufspist has it
of
ordeal
Their
motherhood.
trying
or
will
or
order
it,
you can get it
The average annual world crop for
letters are eloquent evidence of its great
from ua direct.
value to women. In use for many years the past five years, compared with the
Eckmai
Laboratory, Philadelphia.
it has come to be a standard remedy foe
nd B. Q. Murphey ana Red Croat
previous five years, is as follows:
the purpose.
Half
Previous
Past Half
There is scarcely a
drug
Brag company.
Decade.
store anywhere but what you can, easily
Decade.
Crops
Price SI and $2 a bottle.
obtain a bottle of "Mother's Friend" and Corn (Bu.) 8,134,174,000 3.403,655,000
In nearly every town and village Is a
8,257,526,000
3,B22,769,000
grandma who herself used It in earlier Wheat(Bu.)
years. Expectant mothers are urged tQ Oats (Bu.) 4,120,017.000 3,508,315,000
try this splendid assistant to comfort.
TO
17,541,200
Cotton (Bales) 19.863,800
Mother's Friend is prepared by Brad-flel- d
The. world shows an average InRegulator Co., 410 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Send for our little book.
crease in cereal production of 13 per

.other's Friend
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tot ChitUnooM Mtdldne Co.. Udlej'Aa-vlior- y
Dept., Chattanooga, Tcnn., lot Special
an your case and
book, "Horn
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Hopes Her Statement, Made PiilUc,

grand jury for frauds and forgeries
alleged to have been committed at the
primary election in August, were to freshmen at the State University of
day called for trial before Superior Ohio. She is " taking a course in jour
Judge Frank B. Ogden. It ie expected nalism,
Cincinnati has a women's press club
that the cases will be bitterly fought.
28 years old. Last week the organization sent greetings to the Boston
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they club, which was celebrating its twen
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
anniversary.
Catarrh la a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
years in.the
Washington Fifty-on- e
must take internal remedies. Hall's service of TJ,ncle Sam in one departCatarrh Cure is taken Internally, and ment is the record of Mrs. Margaret
acts directly unon the blood and mu Ash, of tha bureau of engraving and
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is printing.
not a quack medicine. ' It was preUnique and practical is the memoscribed by one of the best physicians rial planned for the late Mrs. Wood-roWilson. The leaders of the offiin this country for years and is a reg
ular prescription. It is composed of cial set, under the guidance of Mrs.
the best tonics known, combined witfl Archibald Hopkins, plan to build a
the best blood purifiers, acting direct- block of model houses which will cost
ly on the mucous surfaces. The per- $250,000 as a memorial to Mrs. Wilfect combination of the two ingre- - son's endeavor to improve the capiients is what produces sucn wonder tal's slums.
Send
Madame Luis Corea, American wife
ful results In curing catarrh.
of the former Nicaraguan minister to
for testimonials, free.
'. J. CHENEY
& CO., Props, Toledo, O. the United States, has taken np a
course in law at the George WashingSold by Druggists, price 75c,
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti ton University.
pation.
Macon, Ga. Mrs. W. W. Monk Is the
TOBACCO MARKET OPENS
best farmer in Georgia. She recently
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 1. Good prices won the $1,000 prize for her display
and active demands for Burley leaf at the Georgia fair in Macon.
were the features of the opening today
of the Lexington tobacco market. The
St. Louis Miss Melva B. Wilson, a
bidding was well above the average, sculptor, has been for four years
and local warehouse men predict a re- working on the new St. Louis Catholic
cord business for the local tobacco cathedral, she recently completed porcelain panels which are the largest
men.
in the world.
Sick Heaaache
Topeka For the first time In 52
Sick headache is nearly always years, the Kansas Teachers' associacaused by disorders of the Btomach. tion has elected a woman as president
Correct them and the periodic attacks The new Incumbent Is Miss Lillian
of sick headache will disappear. Mrs. Scott, head of the department of eduJohn Bishop of Roseville, Ohio, writes: cation at Baker University.
"About a year ago I was troubled with
RAILROAD TICKETS GO UP
indigestion and had sick headache
a
at
that lasted for two or three days
Chicago, Dec. 1. Passenger rates
time. I doctored and tried a number are being Increased today all over the
of remedies but nothing helped me central section of the United States,
until during one of those sick spells the increase representing an advance
cents per mile. The
to 2
a friend advised me to take Chamber from 2
lain's Tablets. This medicine reliev new rates are the result of the suged me in a short time." For sale by gestion of the Interstate Commission
all dealers. Adv.
that an increase of passenger fares
was a good method of increasing re
venues. The new fares, roughly figur
MOVIES OF FARM WORK
Worcester, Mass., Dec. 1. Motion ed are about one dollar increase on
pictures of farm operations in the old each long run from Chicago, and simi
Bay State were shown today at the lar increases are in force in other
52nd annual winter meeting of the sections in the Central Passenger terState Board of Agriculture, winch ritory.
opened here today. The movies are
to be exhibited at the Panama Pacific Chamberlain's Cough Remedy The
Mother's Favorite
Exposition.
"I give Chamberlain's Cough RemSick Two Years With Indigestion
edy to my children when they have
"Two years ago I was greatly ben- colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
efited through using two or three bot- Shaffer, Vandergrift, Pa. It always
tles of Chamberlain's Tablets," writes helps them and is far superior to any
Mrs. S. A. Keller, Elida, O., "Be- other cough medicine I have used. I
fore taking them I was sick for two advise anyone In need of such a medi
years with Indigestion." Sold by cine to give it a trial." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
dealers. Adv.
WOMEN

HELD IN TREE 15

HOURS BY COYOTES

hearing

opened here today, with the object of
learning the causes of the coal miners' Btrike that has been spotted with
bloodshed and riots.
ROUNDED
OFFICIAL
UP
TAOS
The commission will make no effort
MEN WHO HAD NOT BEEN
to bring about a settlement of the
PAYING TAXES
strike, but will limit itself to studying
the conflict in relation to the general
Santa Fe, Dec. 1. How a county
problem of industrial unrest. The comtreasurer organized and outfitted a mission will undertake an Interpretaparty and made a personal tour of the tion of the facts in order to formulate

county to determine what flocks nonresident sheepowners grazed in the
county, is set forth in the report of
Assistant Traveling Auditor E, A. Mas-maon the condition of financial
faira in Taos county. Something like
$4,000 in taxes were thus collected
from
sheepmen by County Treasurer Fidel Cordova who is
highly commended in the report made
public today by Governor McDonald.
The report says: "The examination
of the accounts of this official show
clearly that the affairs of this office
have 'been administered in an exceptionally efficient manner. His books
and records show that they have received the attention to which they are
properly entitled. It is a real pleasure to testify unqualifiedly to the
competency of this official. The collection of taxes is looked after in a
thorough and systematic manner, penalties are assessed without exception
when taxes become delinquent."
However, the attached financial report shows that the tax duplicate of
Taos county for 1913 was only 48,000,
less than that of any other county, and
of it was
yet more than
16, a
November
on
still delinquent
total of $12,456.42.
- As to County Clerk A. A. Rivera,
the auditor is also very high in its
praise, saying: "The accounts of this
official were kept in a neat and accurate manner. He is systematic and
methodical in the administration of
"his office, and is in every way an efficient official."
As to the accounts of the late S.
Sisneros, county sheriff, the report
says: "As is usual the case in the
division in the term of office of a coun
ty official, the accounts of former
Sheriff Sisneros were in a confused
condition." A balance of $575,16 Is
declared to be unaccounted for. As
to the present sheriff, the report says:
"This official does not possess the
same degree of clerical ability as do
the other officials of the county. He
has however made an honest effort to
to
keep his records and has complied acthe
ail
with
his
ability
the best of
counting requirements imposed upon
him." He is credited with $26.55 overpaid.
The salary advances were modest,
$3,600 to the county treasurer, $4,677
to the county clerk; $750 to the assessor; $741.65 to the sheriff; $2,533
to the county school superintendent;
to
$400 to the probate Judge; $500
County Commissioner Randall and
commis$550 to the other two county
sioners each.
"The
The report says rurthf-rstatute governing the usage of the
court house and jail repair fund has
not been strictly complied with." A
number of mercantile licenses totaling $245 are reported as delinquent.
In conclusion the report flays:
"The examination or the accounts of
s
various officials as here reported-showthat the taxpayers are receiving an honest, efficient administration
of their affairs. The count yis operating on stricty cash basis and gets
warrants promptly when issued. The
reduction of taxes by eliminating a
levy for court house and jail repair
purposes speaks well for the management of the affairs of the county.
- "The audit and approval of accounts is handled in a businesslike
manner.
bills
"With but few exceptions,
were all properly sworn to, itemized
and in general in the form as required
by law. The county commissioners
are making an honest effort to comply with the statutes governing their
pffice as they have viewed them. Every facility for the successful and
speedy prosecution of the examination
was accorded your auditors."
T. J. Guilfoil assisted in the audit
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MARKETING WORLD'S
GREATEST PROBLEM
WE ARE LONG ON PRODUCTION,
SHORT ON DISTRIBUTION.

By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmers'

Shot One of the Crowe.

The men ran for It, The angry animals snarled below. Hour after hour
they howled, but the men were out of
their reach. Morning; came, but not
jne animal had left. They appeared
to become more angry and hungry. ' At
nine o'clock the howling was almost
unbearable.
Suddenly two crows passed a short
distance over the tree. Four more
were following the same course. Coup- "
"
land drew his revolverr
I
"Maybe can get a little prey for
those beasts below," he told Town-senHe shot one of the crows. The
coyotes ran for it.
The men made a break for their ma
chine, 200 feet away. After eating the
crow the maddened animals returned
and made a dash for the men. Coup-lankilled half a dozen of the leaders
while Townsend cranked the car. A
moment more and the men were off.
d

SUICIDE

CLUB

IN

A

JAIL

Prisoners Draw Straws to Determine
Next

Victim Two Men
Die In One Week.

Union.

The economic distribution of farm
products is today the world's greatest
problem and the war, while it has
brought its hardships, has clearly em
phasized the importance of distribution as a factor in American agriculture and promises to give the farmof the governers the
ment and the business men the
solution of their marketing problem.
This result will, in a measure, com
pensate us for our war losses, for the
business interests and government
have been in the main assisting almost exclusively on the production
side of agriculture. While the depart
ment of agriculture has been dumping
tons of literature on the farmer telling
him how to produce, the farmer has
been dumping tons of products in the
nation's garbage can for want of a
market.
The World Will Never Starve.
At no time since Adam and Eve
were driven from the Garden of Eden
have the inhabitants of this world
suffered from lack of production, but
some people have gone hungry from
the day of creation to this good hour
for the lack of proper distribution.
Slight variations in production have
forced a change In diet and one locality has felt the pinch of want, while
another surfeited, but the world as a
whole has ever been a land of plenty.
h
of
We now have less than
the tillable land of the earth's surface
under cultivation, and we not only
have this surplus area to draw on but
it is safe to estimate that In case of
f
the earth's
dire necessity
population could at the present time
knock their living out of the trees
of the forest, gather It from wild
vines and draw it from streams. No
one Bhould become alarmed; the
world will never starve.
The consumer has always feared
that the producer would not supply
him and his fright has found expression on the statute books of our states
and nations and the farmer has been
urged to produce recklessly and without reference to a market, and regardless of the demands of the consumer.
Back to the Soil.
The city people have been urging
each other to move back to the farm,
but very few of them have moved.
We welcome our city cousins back to
the soil and this earth's surface con- one-tent-

one-hal-

suicides by
Paterson,
hanging within a single week In the
Passaic county Jail and the discovery
of several other prisoners tearing up
their blankets revealed the existence
of what Is believed to be a suicide
club, which Sheriff Amos II.
and Judge Ben Cohen are now
trying to break up. Judge Cohen orclub in Pater
ganized an
son several months ago among persons who had attempted suicide, and
Is now seeking to extend its membership among the prisoners in the Passaic county Jail.
According to the theory advanced
by Sheriff Radcliffe, the prisoners
drew lots at supper in the evening and
the man who drew the shortest straw
was to commit suicide. From this as
a beginning the entire scheme was
unraveled until several prisoners have
been forced Into practical admissions
that the club existed.
The suicide by hanging of Arthur
Masker, a cheerful negro youth aged
seventeen years, finally determined
the existence of the club. He was
sentenced to ten days in prison for
vagrancy and had no reason, so far as
the authorities know, for wanting to
die. On the evening before his death
Sheriff Radcliffe noticed a mysterious
drawing of straws and for that reason
ordered his trustees to watch all the
prisoners carefully. Masker hanged
himself at about ten o'clock In the
evening.
The first death traced to the Bulcide
club was that of Rudolph Strausberg
awaiting trial on a charge of bigamy.
His death was also by hanging.
N. J.

Two

Rad-cliff- e
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Curfew for Prince.
London. The prince of Wales, twen
ty, started to be a man about town.
Behind a fat cigar, he was found in a
musio hall and a note sent him hastening home. A curfew rings nightly at
9:30.

Catch One Minnow.
Paris. Sixteen hundred anglers met
at Armentiews. After two hours one
caupht a minnow. Now tiioy will send
a delegation to America to secure fish
with which to resiocK i ieucn streams.
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cent during the past decade, compared
with the previous five years, while the
world's population shows an Increase
of only three per cent.
The gain in production far exceeds
that of our Increase in population, and
it is safe to estimate that the farmer
can easily Increase production 25 per
cent if a remunerative market can be
found for the products.. In textile
fibres the world shows an increase
during the past half decade In produc
tion of 15 per cent against a popula
tion Increase of three per cent.
The people of this nation should
address themselves to the subject of
Improved facilities for distribution.

LEMi

TO HOOT DISEASE

SCHOOLS WILL OBSERVE TUBERCULOSIS PREVENTION DAY
FOR NEW MEXICO

Thousands of school children In the
state bf New Mexico, la tact; practfally
every child In theourth to the eighth
grades, inclusive, will, on Tuesday, De
cember 8, participate in a statewide
educational essay contest that is be
ing conducted by the New Mexico
Society for the Stury and Prevention
of Tuberculosis and which has been
endorsed by the city, county and state

and crop mortgage school officials.
force the farmers into ruinous comAfter the teachers have read to the
petition with each other. The remedy
pupils an essay that has been preparlies In organization and in
ed for them and which is a simple
in marketing.
treatise on the cause and prevention
of tuberculosis and the relation of
PUZZLED BY THE TEACHER right living to health, the children.
will prepare original essays of their
Youngster Couldn't See Reason Why own,, setting forth what they have
She Should Ask Him for the
learned regarding the matter and
Location of Her Room.
also their opinions regarding the same.
The essays in each grade will be
A teacher in an uptown school
Judged by the teacher who will send
came downstairs from her room and
to
n

discovered, Just as she reached the
front steps, that she had forgotten
her rubbers.
The streets were slushy, and she
turned back to get the forgotten foot
wear. As she reached the foot of
the stairway she noticed a boy com
lng down. She recognized him as
one of the backward pupils who re
ceive special attention In a class by
themselves. She decided to ask him
to get the rubbers.
"Charlie," she called, "do you know
where my room is?"
He stared at her.
"No'm, I don't know," he mumbled.
Then he turned round and ran up
the stairs. He didn't stop running
until he entered the schoolroom and
confronted his teacher.
'"Please, teacher," he gasped, "something's wrong with Miss Brown."
"Why, what do you mean, Charlie?"
"Please, teacher, she don't know
where her room is!"
"What makes you think she doesn't
know, Charlie?"
'"Cause she asked me if I knew."
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

the
the three best in each grade
The
latter
county superintendent.
will in turn judge the three best essays in each grade of the county and
will forward the winning county essays to the state society whlcn la
conducting the contest These will
In turn be Judged to determine the
state winners in each grade.
Prizes of ribbons will be awarded
to the children in each grade of ev
ery school writing the best essays
and to the county winners. The state
winners In each grade will be given
gold, silver and bronze medals.
A great deal of interest has been
aroused among the teachers and children and many worth essays are ex
pected to compete In the final distri
bution of prizes.

CITY CHRISTMAS TREE
Santa Fa, Dec. 1 The municipal
Christmas tree committee of the San
ta Fe Woman's club met today in the
assembly room of the Palace of the
Governors and completed plans for the
Boxing is stopped in England, and municipal tree in the Plaza on Clmst-ma- s
no championship will be held in 1915
eve. Committees were appointed
unless the war halts. Hits a "ard to work out details, including a municworld, old top.
ipal committee of 40 men.
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"The New Christmas"
An old fashioned holiday in a "new
0

w w iZk At, rl

For Father end Son'

MID ALL THE FAMILY

Two and a half million readers find it of
absorbing interest Everything in it is

Written So You Can Understand It
We sell 400,000 copies every month without
and have no solicitors. Any
givni premiums
will show you a copy; or write the
a postal will do.
publisher for free sample

A YE At

JSc A COPY
Mechanics
Popular
Magazine
6 No. MIoMaen
CHICACO
J.f--a

fashioned" way

You can modernize Christmas in your home and, at
delight in the
gifts received if you make your gifts electrical.

the same time, be sure of
G-- E

ed

Electrical Gifts

;

will bring comfort and pleasure into the holiday gather
'
ing and prove a lasting benefit throughout the year.
Among the most suitable gifts for the home are t!v:
chafing dish, flatiron, toaster, luminous radiator, percolator and "Uni-Set- "
a complete electrical coolar"

outfit.

let

us show you these and other modem

ehdrkal g'fi$.

mm
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tl

DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

1879

Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)
M. M,

Britain has been fore'1 to maintain
its navy in open water In every quarter of the globe, whi'e the greater
part of the German nary has been
under cover In the Kiel canal. By
this exposure the British have lost,
chiefly by mines and submarines,19
warships, large and small, with a
deathroH of more than 5,000 men.
The number of German war vessels
destroyed has been larger than that
of the British, but they have been
of lighter tonnage and, loss of life
haa been comparatively small.
The control cf the ocean Is absolutely, necessary to Great Britain In
war.' If It fails, there it fails every,
where---Ihas. paid a big price for
it eo far, but its ascendancy is still
unquestioned. New York World.

PADGETT.

CO.

.Editor

Entered, at the poetofflce at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States
4i ail s as second class roatte.
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.TODAY WK fAV ,
Todity tlie 'l'Sited dates began

TERMS OF SUB8CRITI0N
Dally, by Carrier
.05
Per Copy
.15
One Week.
.65'
One Month
OA
One Year
3
Dally, by Mall
.$6.00
One Year (In advance).
Si)f Montht (In advance)........ 3.00
7.00
One Year (fn arreara)
3.50
Six Month (In arreara).

pac-

ing itg share oj the expenses oi the
European war. This was done by the
inauguration of a war tax Jo 'replenish
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ed extremely like France would have
been wiped off the map had it not
been for tbe heroic fighting of the
Belgians, who withstood the savage
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"MOOSEHEART"

HARRV L. CUTLFR. Sec'y
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ELKS TO REVEKE THE

Calling
Kg

Cards

Latest Types and Styles
You cannot, surpass the

For

Beauty and Individuality
of out new calling cards.
They Come in
SCRIPT,

.

MEMORY OF THE DEAD

BUSINESS CARDS,

,

Business
Announcements otr
Gentlemen's Calling

FRENCH SCRIPT,

iii accordance with a custom, as old
as Elkdom, the Las Vegas lodge of
the Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks will hold a memorial service Sun-d- a
afternoon at 3 o'clock for the members of the organization who have
been transferred to the grand lodge
above. Rev. Jesse S. Moore, rector of
St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church,
has been asked to deliver the principal address. Excellent musical features will be included in the program,
'
and will be under the direction of
Mrs. Adolphine' kohn. The Elks' annual memorial service is highly impressive, and is observed throughout
the United States on the first Sunday
in December.
The public is cordially
invited to attend the services of the
Las Vegas lodge, which will begin at

..Gjaapter 43 of A'The Mutual Girl"
will be shown tonight only at the
Mu)!ual theater on Cridge" street.
This chapter shows the popular pic-

o'clock.

3
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A RED SUNFLOWER

l.A

red bunflower,
Santa Fe, Dec.
the first ever grown has been developed by Mrs. T. D. A. Cockerell, former
ly of the Normal University t,t Las Ve
gas. She grew it at Boulder and sold
the seed to an Englishman' who in turn
disposed of it to the Henderson's, a
big seed firm. The story of how the
red sunflower was produced is told in
Both Profesthe Garden Magazine.
sor and Mrs. Cockerell, who are. well
known throughout New Mexico, Mr.
Cockerell having been at one time in
chtiige of the experiment station at
Mesilla Park, had Intended to spend
this Himmer at Santa F?. attending
i'm! fummi.r school, but found
they
next summjr
not win 8

;

GREEK,

BLOCK and

GtRMAN.

ITALIC Texts.

ASTOR, Texts.

Samples on display and prices cheerfully

the: optic

office

Ii
I

,

Odor
Smoke

Cannot leak or Spill
Burners for your
Checfln dish or
Percolator
;

ture heroine accompanying a young
man friend through a silk mill which
been left to him in the eslas
tate of his uncle. The girl discovers
a plot to set fire to the mill and ruin
the young man's chances of becoming
wealthy. She foils the plotters at
the risk of losing her life. The story
is exciting and full of interest, as
are all the Mutual Girl pictures.

jut

NEW STAMP ACT IN FORCE

Washington, Dec. 1. There will be
two classes of stamps for the payment
of the stajiip taxes which go into effect today, Qne class will be for use
on proprietary articles and wines, the
other for documents. The proprietary
cent to 20 cents,
stamps range from
and the documentary stamps from
cent to $1,000. The adhesive stamp
taxes are the ones which in most cases will fal directly on tha average
citizen, ft'
MORE TROUBLE

AHEAD

Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Although releas
ed today by United States Commis
sioner M. T. Dunleavy, after serving
30 days In the penitentiary for non
payment gf costs in the case against
him for breaking the seal of a freight
car in interstate commerce, Frederico
Burham faces a much longer term for
another crime In Leaven worth penitentiary, and Is awaiting the pleasure
o' United States Marshal A. H. Hudspeth, who will take him to Leavenworth to serve three years.

Investigate at

Jeweler & Optician

Pu-T-
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close was steady
up.
Sir night to

at the same as last
Winnipeg, Dec.
Oats developed firmness, owing to
Redmond Roblin announces" ',inJ a long
active demand from the seaboard.
statement that the Manitoba govern- W
'
Lower
prices for hogs carried down
ment has decided.to take drastic action in curtailing the liquor traffic provisions. The closing quotations
were as follows:
during the war period. The forthcomDec. 1.14; May 1.20.
ing session of the legislature will be ' Wheat,
Corn, Dec. 63; May'9.
asked to pass a government bill givj
Oats, Dec. 48 ; May 62.
ing municipalities the right to limit
Jan.
Pork,
$18.05;
May
$18.22.
a
vote
of
the giving
by
majority
Lard, Jan. $9.50; May $9.77V2.
licenses, and; a clause will be insertRibs, Jan. $9.55; May $9.85.
ed giving the government special
powers to curtail the hours at which
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
liquor may be sold In times of public
stress.
New York, Dec. 1. Light dealings
marked toda'ys opening of the market
ITALY'S CONGRESS TO MEET
for bonds on the stock exchange. Ofwere again in small lots, the,
1.
Dec.
The
cabinet council ferings
Rome,
transaction in the first ten
largest
has summoned parliament tc meet tominutes
being tiie;. sale of $20,000 of
morrow for a session of two weeks. All
debate on Italy's foreign policy arid St. Paul convertible four and a hairs
Other isthe attitude of this country In the war at a decline of
sues which showed fractional reces.
;
.
will be avoided.
sions in the early trading included
Southern Pacific fours and fives and
Island and Pacific
Chicago, Rock
fives.
Public service of New Jersey
fives broke 1 and
Minor
gains were made by Union Pacific convertible fours, Interborough four and
'
a halfs and United Slates Steel fives.
TRADE
CHICAGO BOARD OF

(;

-

one-fourt-

,

ii arrets;
e
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souri river fleet went into winter quarters today, and for the first time in the
history of the fleet, the boats are in
excellent shape after a hard season.
River improvement and experience in
handling the boats have made ' the
wear and tear less." The river is cleaner than ever before, and the boatmen
have been drilled more perfectly.

ROADS DAY IN TEXAS

Dallas, Tex'., Dec. 1. Today and
tomorrow are Good Roads Days in
Texas, and Governor Colquitt has call
ed upon the citizens in every county
to work the public roads. Public officials are leading in the work, and
tbere is a big response to the appeal.

? , fair,

fiftv

MOOSE CHIEFS GATHER
Chicago, Dec. 1. The problem of
how to keep the Moose alive is occupying the minds of the leaders of the

GOOD

--

Win

if-

-

San Francisco, Dec. l. The Pacific
coast is doing its share in the Belgian
relief movement, for today the Arrow
liner Camino sails with a huge cargo
gathered by the local committee,
backed by the San Francisco chamber
of commerce. The chamber received
the state contributions and chartered
the vessel.

three-fourth-

Chicago, Dec. 1 Too much rain iu
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Argentina brought about a rally today
in the wheat market after a show of Kansas City, Dec, 1. Hogs, receipts
weakness at the start.' 'A Iter opening 24,000. Market lwer. Bulk $77.20;
lower,-thunchanged to
market, heavy $7.107.20; pigs $6.256.7.r..
rose to a little above last night's level
Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market steaall around. The close was steady at dy. Prime fed steers $1010.75:
Vz to
net advance.
western steers $79.40; calves $6
Liberal receipts eased corn.;!;. The ,10.
opening, which was unchanged, ko!
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steady.
lower, was followed by; a light rally 'Lambs $8.509.15; yearlings $G.75
and then a moderate decline. The 17.75.

RIVER BOATS TIE UP
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 1. The Mis

PACIFIC RELIEF SHIP SAILS

THE OREGON READY
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 1. The famous
old battleship Oregon, which will lead
the naval parade through the Panama
canal, was again put in commission
today, after being repaired at the
Sound navy yard.

STOVES
Cook'ng out fits

ete

,

strain and fatigue, ajd was forced to
depart on a furlough-

n

section are participating.

given at

HE-

progressive party, who are gathering
here today for the national gxerutlve
committee meeting, to be helij Idmor-row- .
How to keep up the fight in view
of the collapse of the party at the .re
cent elections will be the main 4aec
tlon to be decided. The conclave of
the leaders : has hot brought! 4b
cago the usual number of enthusiasts

KENTUCKY MISSIONARY MEETING
Somerset, Ky., Dec. i. Many leading home and foreign missionary
workers of America are attendig the
big Southeastern Kentucky
x
Mission
Conference,
Chief
which opened here; today.
among the speakers Jg Dr. Lilly of
Nashville. All the churches in this

ROMAN,

IN

AMBASSADOR REPORTED BETTER
The Hague, Dec. 1. The American
ambassador "to the Netherlands,, ,pr,
Henry Van Dyke, Is reported''
greatly improved by his rest of three
weeks, and is expetySd back; atj his
desk this weekO '.'Sliwe Hhe outbi-eaambassador . wofked
of the war
day and night mntil on Mpvemoer'
he wa3 suffering greatly from eye
-
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ROINE'S LIFE WILL BE TOLD
AT MUTUAL TONIGHT
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OLD ENGLISH, ,

FRIEND

INTERESTING CHAPTER;:
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SPANISH,
CAXTON,
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No
No

.

MEMORIAL
ANNUAL
SERVICE
WILL BE HELD IN THE LODGE
ROOM NEXT SUNDAY ......

,

.

Non Explosive

no

MUTUAL GIRL SAVES

ambassador to France, and personally
took over the office and the manifold
duties of caring for pther embassies of
the nations at war.'i The new ambassador was formerly a congressman
from Ohio, and previous to his public
career was an extensive manufacturer
or charcoal, pig iron and chemicals.
His home is at Elyria, Ohio. He sue.
ceeds Myron T. Herrick of Ohio, whose
term was extended 4ur'nS the troublous days of the war outbreak.

Engraved

Hotel Rom

ALCOHOL

JOLTS JOHN BARLEYCORN

SHARP TAKES OFFICE
Paris, Dec. 1. William G. Sharp of
Ohio today presented his credentials
to. President Poincare as American

! I

SOLID.

1,500

Moose

WHO MUST PAY?
Santa Fe, Deo. 1. Insurance Commissioner Jacobo Chaves is endeavor1-into find out who is to pay the
premium on fire insurance policies,
the county issuing the policy or the
policy holder. He has received re
plies to his inquiries from the internal
revenue bureau but is no wiser than
before, indicating that the bureau it
self does not care to be definite until
sition, or doesn't care who pays the
sition, or doesnt care who pays the
tax as long as it is paid, for in the
end it is the consumer anyway who
foots the bill.

.

1,

feet of film descriptive of Mooseheart, the home for agedand the widows and children of Moose, that is to be shown at
The Mutual Theater Thursday night, is the beginning of a membership
campaign to be conducted by the local lodge of the Loyal Order of
Moose. The pictures will show in every detail the vocational school
buildings, play grounds, pastures and stock of this great institution.
MOOSEHEART
la situated upon nearly a thousand broad and fertile
acres lying along tbe banks of the beautiful Fox River, favored with an
abundance of trees of prolific growth and stocked with high grade cattle,
horses and poultry. It is located one mile from Batavla, 111, five miles
from Aurora, 111., and 35 miles from Chicago. A special representative
of the Supreme Lodge will be present and explain the pictures as shown.
We believe that every man, woman and child in Las Vegas should see
these pictures and hear the lecture.
OUR MEMBERSHIP
The personnel of the membership of the Loyal
Order of Moose ijs second to no organization in the world. No order
contains a more diversified membership. Upon the rolls of our lodges
will be found Presidents, Vice Presidents, Congressmen, Statesmen andi
together with the honorable mechanic, merchant and
laboring man. AH are banded together for the.' promulgation of one
great common cause viz: The Uplift of Humanity, and each Is doing
his. duty wiimn the scope of hia opportunity,
The qualifications for
membership are not wealth, social standing or exalted position, but we
demand honor, morality and manhood.
WHO MAY JOIN All men of the Caucasian race of lawful occupation!,
sound body and good moral character between the ages of 2i and 55
may make application for membership. A special dispensation has been
secured and applications for membership will be received at a reduced
fee for a short time. For further information call on or phone

German onslaughts until help arrived
from England, none too quickly.
Belgium undoubtedly was "thej
goat, oy reason of its location between the millstones of war, and
every American sympathizes sincerely
with the little nation. As long, however, as the nations who are her allies have money, as long as the conqueror has money and claims to have
no grudge against the
Belgians, why should not some as
sistance come from those quarters as'i
well as. from America?

across
declared, because
nation's
down
this
cut
sea
ha
the
revenue. We ail will have to assist
in meeting this emergency, unless we
cease eating, drinking,
chew
ing gum, driving automobiles, going
to law against our neighbor, and other
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
our common habits of necessity and
of
GROWER
THRESHER IS BURNED
pleasure.
$2.00
One Year..
we were to have the fun of yellSanta Fe, Dec. 1. Another disas
IjOff
Six Months
ing, .hurrah for the. hoy Jn blue as they trous prairie fire is reported from
emerged victorious from, bloody cam- eastern Mora county which destroyed
(Cash In Advance for Mail
this
paigns there might be some pleasure the second threshing machine
Subscriptions.)
was
in paying this war tax, because we fall near Rovj
Remit by check, craft or money would think we were getting our owned by P. StelnWch of Mosquero.
der. If sent otherwise we will not money's worth. But it comes hard to About 800 worth of)beana were de
e responsible for lose..
have to cough up and then not be al- stroyed at the same time. Live coals
Specimen copies free on application. lowed to pheer for any partcular side, from ah engine on the Dawson line are
oi fear of being arrestetd for violate said to I we Bet the grass on fire and
AT
DISCONTINUED
Ing some neutrality
agreement or because the farmers failed to heed the
ALL PAPERS
a
riot.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
warning sent out early in the' season
euutiug
PAID FOR
And, of course, the present tariff by Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien,
program assists to a large extent m to dig fire trenches, the flames could
had wrought
creating that deficit we are now askod not be checked until they
'
'J
the tj wipe out Qf existence. Why cheer the damage.
Advertisers are guaranteed
largest dailv and weekly circulation for that? ;
TURNS IN MORE COIN
of any newspaper in northern New
Americans have been paying for the
Santa
Fe, Dec 1. Despite hard
war
for
Mexico,
a
considerable
European
time, simply through their kind hcart-ednes- times the state corporation commis.Wha knows how many mil- sion exceeded the amount contribTELEPHONES
i
lions of dollars have been devoted uted last fiscal year to the state treas.Main 2
Business Office
gladly to. relieving the suffering Bel- ury in corporation and insurance fees,
Main 9
Newt Department
gians? In some places tnere will be The fiscal year closed today and it
no Christmas gift giving this year, paid to Treasurer a. N. Marion
because
of the desire of the people to $910.50 corporation fees and '$290 InTUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1914.
send more money to Europe's suf- - surance fees for November 'swelling
theotal for the fiscal year to
ferera.
SKl POVVEK TO DATE
as against $12,800.7181 year;
This kind jot giving Is commendable.
insurance fees $9,786.80, as against
The score board of naval warfare Is buf in a way it is UMporttmanlike-lo- r
illuminating, although tragic. To date, the European, stations to allow Ameri $9,330 last year, and $143 miscellaneous fees as against $340 last year, a
.fter four month of war, 90 per cent cans tp follow, such- a course. .
5
of Germany's merchant taarlne hasj Germany, which
devastated Bel tftal of $22,744.85, as' against
last year. ""'
aisappearea irom tne seas, xne rec- gium, has plenty of money, according
ord written against it is that 1,221 to her frequent statements on the con
A NEW DENOMINATION
steamships have been, captured, de- dition of her treasury. Why cannot
tained by neutrals or bottled up In she aid the sufferers who were made
Santa Fe. Dec. 1. The Church of
"
borne ports. During the same pe-- , such ,by her ruthless invasion of Bel- the "Brethren today filed with the
3
riod
state corporation commission incorper cent of Great Britain's alum?
merchantmen numbering 195 ships,
England announces her treasury is poration papers. The headquarters
was similarly removed. To begin full. Why does not she aid the Bal are at Elgin, 111., and the New Mexico
with, the British tonnage was 19,541,- - gians with money drawn from her headquarters at Miami Colfax county,
206, whereas that of Germany was war chest Instead of
asking the citi- with William Mohler as state agent
4,593,095. The percentages
Besides Mohler the incorporators are
given zenry to subscribe?
ahaw the commercial status of both
The same thing might be said of Joseph Lapp, Enoch L. Brubaker,
nations on the sea at this time.
JReUben W. Bolinger, Cyrus E. Metz-geFrance and Russia.
To establish this supremacy. Great
At the beginning of tne war it look- -
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ThU U a
Victrola XI, $100

bea Merry Christmas",

'thlrejs' a Victrola

music-lo-

is superb instrurf
a source of great pleasure and
will make Christmas a real Christmas to every
"
y member of the
"
J
family;
merit; will be

"

1

"

"I

It will be a big heir; in making every day in

r

the year a bfigHer and happier day.

And all this 'cart easily be yours. Stop in and see"'
and hear the Victrola, and find out about our easy
"
'
terms.
1
Victrolas $i$ t8 $200. Victor $10 to 100.

m-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,
C. F. Hunter came In this afternoon
from Denver on business.
R.'R. McBride of Albuquerque was
here today on a brief visit.
A.. L, 31umenthal arrived in Las Vegas jfoday .' front San Antonio, Tex.
3. H, ' Rinnenj Jr.,
of Shoemaker
cahp into" town this afternon to attend to. some personal affairs.
arrived in town last
iJ.E fpyflue
Sumner. He will
Fort
.from.
night
few'' days on legal business.
in Las Vegas
t W.v?. Insert arrived
today from Denver. Mr. Geisert Is the
travJelingjPassenpr and freight agent
of" the SantdW. railroad.
of
S. T. Mitchell and it. F.p-eigLarnliV Cola, left towa today for Park
have been buying catSprii.t-fThetle. In this, part of the state.
'iohtt' W. Harris, Jr., has returned
from .Kansas City and Excelsior
Spring! ilo.," where he has been on
a vacation trip.
j
New
. Luis D. Garcia, a student of the
Mexico Normal University, gas secur
ed a position as teacher at Canon
Largo. He started on his new duties
today.
Severiano Frescs left today for
Roswell. He took 30 men with him to
assist in herding cattle on the ranch
of David P,.aU,. about 25 miles from

PERSONALS

a new hat? We nave
line, trimmed and un
trimmed. Also a beautiful line of
trimmings. Strass' Bonnet Shop
Adv.
F. C. Brown of El Paso came Into
town last, night on business.
P. L. Guardel came In last night from
La Junta on a business visit.
Al Mathien of Albuquerque came Into town last night for a brief business
visit.
ranch,
John H. Hick of the
came Into town today to urchase supplies.
P. B. Blackshear of Albuquerque
was a business visitor in LaB Vegas
i
today.
j,,
H. F. Meters came In last night
from Denver to attend to some personal matters.
j?. JL- - Siamell of Raton arrived in
towns last, night to look after some
;
pereofaT affairs.
who
recently came
Henry Goldstein,
herefrom Mora with his family, left
last night on a visit to Santa Fe.
i R. G. Sutherland arrived In town
.T- yesterday evening from Albuquerque. Roswell.- Mrs.' S. II. Neustadt of Albuquerque,
He will stay here a few days on busileft today for El Paso. Mrs. Neustadt
ness.
A. D. Hlgglns, after harvesting his has been 'Visiting here at the home of
crop of beans, returned to town from Mr. and Mrs.' A. Spiess for the past
Ws ranch. Mr. Higglns is nn Insur- several weeks."
Miss1 Arolvl Shearer left today for
ance man here.
the Parker, N. M.' Miss Shearer, who was
Mark Forster, representing
Simmons Hardware company of Den- a student of the New Mexico Normal
ver, came into Las Vegas last night in University, has secured a position as
teacher at Parker.
the interests of his company.
A. C. Erb of the Bismafk restaur
Mark Williams of Tucumcari arrivafternoon.
in
Las Vegas yesterday
ant, left today for Albuquerque. He
ed
Mr. Williams Is a government official has been drawn on the'' federal petit
and is here In pursuance of his duties. jury that will convene ltf the Duke
Mrs. J. C. Woody will leave town City tomorrow morning.
Miss Cornelia D. Cox left this after
on train No. 2 this evening. Mrs.
InIn
noon
will
for her home In Denver. Miss
relatives
visit
her
Woody
diana. She will be accompanied by Cox has been spending several weeks
and sister, Mr.
Tier son.
with her brother-in-laH. W. Hamilton and B. C. Sargent and Mrs. C. F. Lewis of this city.
of El Paso arrived in' Las Vegas last Erie Hoke left today for Albuquernight. Hamilton and 'Sargent are con- que; He has been chosen as a memnected with the El 'Fakb Herald, and ber of the federal petit jury that
meets tomorrow at that place.
are here In behalf of their paper.
E. S. McClure, a member of the firm
John L. Zimmerman of Santa Fe,
has been appointed stamp agent for of the Maxwell, McClure, Fltz Dry
the receipt and distribution of reve- Goods company, arrived In Las Vegas
nue stamps by the United States gov- yesfera"ayaft'ernoon from Kansas City,
ernment. Mr. Zimmerman . Is well Mo. Mil. 'JicChtre visited the local
known In Las Vegas, having resided stores and was Surprised at the great
In this city before his duties called variety of etocfe they displayed. He
left last Bight for the west.
him to Santa Fe.
Do you need

a splendid

new;

1,
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Overcoats

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

AND

Mackinaws
FOR

J. M. Cunningham, President.

Men and Boys
Your overcoat is

great Importance to

you.

particular In selecting the

y

Be
fab-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE

ric, the Model and the Tailoring
fit

and see to the

over the

shoulder and around the collar.
Ypu can't make a mistake In

any of these

points

choose a Hart Shaffner

if

you

'''.0,000,00

CAPITAL GTGDZt
,

OFFICE Wlfri THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

& Marx,,

AT

vvi.

lurnun

H. W. KELLY

f.

.

T. H0SKIN9

.

J. V. Jenkins of Denver came info the Las Vegas Motor Car company
(own yesterday. Mr.. Jenkins is the over nislit, proceeding on their way
western representative of the Mis- thiit morning. They are bound from

..President

j
.

.
INTEREST PAID

i

--

ON

Vice-Preside-

...Treasurer

DEPOSITS

?

souri Valley BVidge and Iron company
He Is here to attend to some work
for his concern. a Rev. E. H. Eckel provincial secretary of the province of the southwest
o the Episcopal church, left Las
Rev.' Mr.
Vegas today for Raton.
Eckel arrived here yesterday and addressed two meetings during his brief
stay.
Dr. Frank H. H. ttoberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University, will go to Raton on Friday, to
lecture before the members of the
Sorosis club. Dr. Roberts will deliver
an illustrated lecture entitled "The
Peasant Painter."
Mrs. Ray Green and her daughter,
Miss Ethel Green, have arrived in Las
Vegas from Goshen, Ind. They will
stay here for a considerable length of
time In order that Mis9 Green's health
may receive benefit from tnW climate.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Jones' arrived in
Las' Vegas last night In a" Ford car.
They placed the car in the garage of
i

Saskatchewan, Canada, to the coast.
Webb H. Land, ' vice president of
the First National bank of Fort Sumner, N. M., left on the limited this
morning. He was accompanied by A.
C. Henry, formerly cashier of the
bank, Imt now registrar of the United
States land office at Fort Sumner.
They have been here on legal
The Woodmen of the World will
hold an Important meeting tomorrow
night in their hall. Officers for the
ensuing year will be elected. All
members are requested to be present.
Bacharach Brothers' .window blossomed but today wlth: the first Christmas display of the. year. Which reminds that it is getting mighty, close
to Santa Caus time.
Las Vegas was treated to Its first
snowstorm this year, today. About
six inches had fallen this afternoon.
It was regular Christmas weather.

butlers, aldermen and other supers,
have made the most of their opportunity in g very intelligent and gratifying way and except on rare occasions make us forget that they are actors and actresses. Especially good
are Ned Burton as the corrupt political bossV 'Erie Mayne as the unscrupulous financier and .false friend,
Aleo B. Francis as the trusting and
ruined father of the "man of the
hour," and Belle Adair as the heroine.
from
One)
Page
(Continued
Mention should also be made of the
late yesterday, American Consular two western characters, Chester BarAgent Carothera reporting under date rett, as the hero's "pal" and Thomas
'''
of Sunday from Tula, distant a short Jackson aB the sheriff.
distance north of Mexico City, where
According to Volnteer Observer
he was with Villa, that preparations
were being made for an attack on Lewis of the Normal University, the
General Gonzales, a Carranza chief maximum temperature reached yesterday was 54 degree. The minimum
who was reported to he at Pachuca.
The killing of four Spaniards on last night was 23 degrees.
the entry of the Zapata forces also
There will be a special drill of Comwas reported.
Zapata has conferred
H tonight at the armory. All
pany
with the Spanish minister and, It is
said, gave assurances that full protec officers as well as privates must be
tion will be accorded Spaniards in the present. Sergeant Bums will conduct
' '
the maneuvers.
future.

VILLA

MARCHES

INTO CAPITAL
OF MEXICff

.N

Battle Occurred.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
General Zapata has
appinted Camllo Arriaga as his diplo TWO furnished rooms for light house
matic agent to the United States, said
keeping, modern) except heat; no
a message received today by the Carsick, no children. 810 Lincoln
ranza agency here. It was saidthat
Arriaga would arrive this week' at
Washington.
Carranza agents here today denied
that Pachuca had been captured by
Villa forces. They said that communications had been established with the
Durango capital by way of Nuevo Laredo and that the Carranza command
er said, that no battle of any kind had
taken place.
1

El Paso, Dec. 1.

vrw
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Calif., Dec. 1. Three hun
dred Villa soldiers landed last night
on the coast of Lower California by
the Mexican steamer Manuel Herre-rias- ,
..JA.
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Heap Big Joy Smoke

J&A

XM'f

r
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Cool and fragrant as a September morn." That's
Vsv
s
A.
old
P..
That the
what: the pipe, mris say of good
music that every man sings who has given his old jimmy
a new tryout on our say-s-o that the A. patented process
takes out the tbite and the sting and leaves just pure smoke joy.
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appeared today before Tiajuana,
the Mexican town just across the bor
der from here, and gave the garrison
until 3 o'clock this afternoon to
The garrison, numering 25 men,
repared to fight, while all the civil
officials fled across the line to Tiajuana. Three troops of United States
cavalry are on patrol on the American
side of the line.
The Tijauana garrison formerly ow
ed allegiance to Huerta, Just where
its sympathies are placed at present Is
'
not clear.
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the national joy smoke
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Humidor makes a corking fine Christmas present for men folks.

The crystal-glas-

s

At any store that sells tobacco also in
tha tidy red tin, 10c, toppy red bag, Sc,
d
tins.
and the pound end
half-poun-

u.

xheyicolds tobacco co.

e fJ

ordered nov.
We have a complete line of
and domestic eultlnge,

for-eig- n

com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices. '
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

C1IAS, LEWIS
i

TAILOR

Always Popular Lower Prices
.

Children's Mittens
Warm Knit Gloves for Girls' and Boys
Knit Gloves for Ladies and Men
Boys' Leather Mittensi, lined
Men's Leather Mittens, lined
Fur Gauntlet Gloves from

RUBBERS
Child;s Rubbers

HOUR" IN FILMS

'A

Not only is the picture story equal
true to life- as the
stage version, says a reviewer, but the
picture allows of many little bits of
characterization and detail, necessarily omitted before the footlights, that
greatly enhance the human heart Interest of the story and bring before
us most vividly the reality of the
characters as human beings.
The actors from Robert Warwick,
who created the part and plays the
central character In both play and
fhoto-dramdown to the sneak thief,
ly forcible and

v-

-'

v:

25c
45c and 25c
49c and 2uc
9So and 49c
49c to 2.25

-

69c

Child's Overshoes
98c
Youths' and Boys' O'shoes.fl.25
Ladies' Overshoes
-- $1.23
1.2Ci
Men's
Overshoes
Men's
Overshoes
$1.98

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE
On

The
Plaza

New
Mexico

ADAPTATION
MOVING PICTURE
"
OF POPULAR STAGE PIECE
AT THE BROWNE
"The Man of the Hour," the produc
tion that relighted thousands of patrons of the theaters, has been adapted to the movies, and will be seen
here tonight only at the Browne

..k

39c

Rubbers

15 and 25c

10c,
,

& OVERSHOES

Misses' and Boys' Rubbers49c
49c
Ladies' Rubbers, 58c and

0F THE

'

makes iust the most peacefulest pipe smoke that you or any man
,can crowd into the bowl of a jimmy pipe or roll into a maldns
cigarette. P. A. never burned any man's tongue and it wont
burn yours. Buy a tidy red tinful for 10c or a toppy red bagful
tor 5c or, better yet, invest in me lamous
P. A. crystal - glass humidor with the
t
at
Rnonfe in me too. ieeos ine smoKinea
pipefit to the last pipeful Say! ShU

For Fall and Winter should be

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
Hats cm excellent assortment at their

Men's

iivilDhj

YO UR
SUIT

Warm Gloves
and Mittens

i

-t

Fight at Tlajuan

V...W:1

Hoikint, Cashier.

tA& VEC5AS
INTEREST PAID ON TIMB DEPOSITS

matter of

a,

D. T.

Frank Springer,

OFFICERS AND PIRKCTORS
H, W. Kelly. Presldnnt
Jacob Gross, Vice-PreClarence Iden, Seer. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robblns.

Elitist Las Veen, V.

M.

Alburiuernue. N. M
1'eeos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
Wholes ale Grocers

wool, hides
dain wagons

gl

pelts, lu
navajo cllmihiv

I

i
j

i
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B. "Jones I wonder
if Stockson
Bonds, the mllliooaire, reads all tne
stories they print about him.
B. Smith No, but even if he did.
you" don't suppose he'd believe them,
do you?

me

LOBOY BESTAUOANT :AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
WHS BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLBB

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

i

NO.
A. F. 4 L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
A. M. Regular com
each
evening
,
munioation first ud month at W. O. W. hall. Visitini
in brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
each month. Vial tin Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
toothers cordially in
vited. Our M. Cary, w. M., H, S. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettem. Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R C. ball
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding.
Visiting members
?KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg-- I are cordially invited. Colbert C.
ular conclave second Tuea-V- , Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
dejr In each month at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
LODGE

A

Smith, E.

C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
FOR CLASIFIBD ADVER-AL ARCH MA80NS Reflular convo
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each
month at Masonic Temple
Five cents per line each insertion.
at 7:30 p. m, P. A, Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
Cash in advance preferred.
their hall On Sixth street All visitang
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Ji, Friedenstine, N. G.;
A. T. Rogers,
VWssittiSsi
V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED Position. Married man of
Cemetery Trustee.
32. Educated and experienced in
clerical or general merchandise B. P. CK ELKS Meets second and
work. Will accept any position. L.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
W. S., 711 Sixth St., E. Las Vegas. 2t month Elks' home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
WANTED To borrow $250, good se- are
Tom Do you think you could learn
covdially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
curity, 10 per cent interest. Ad er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
to love me?
dress G, care Optic.
Tess Yes, but I'm awfully forgetcretary.
THESE GIRLS

Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

RATES

OR. F.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in
W.
O. W
hall, Sixth street, on the
HORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire
first and third Mondays of each
of Perry Onion.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
O. L.
BUICK 25, model 1915, run less than and Ladies always welcome.
600 miles, a bargain. 429 Grand Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
avenue.

Local Deputy,

For Rant

r

90S

Jackson avenue;

FOR RENT Two room
house. Phone Main 351.

BROTHERHOOD NO
furnished FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night it
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
S o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
Lo&t
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
LOST Knife blade pin set with dia C. B. Baily, Treasurer.
mond solitaire.
Return to 1037
Seventh street for reward.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
First Automobilist Did you repriMeet in the Forest of Brotherly
nand your chauffeur for causing the
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
sxploslon?
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
Second Automobllist- - No, but I'm
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul;
G.
soon
to
I
as
as
find
him.
joing
FIRST CLASS dressmaking
Prices Laemmle,
Z. W. Montague, LoClerk;
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
THE ANSWER .
pecially welcome and cordially invited,
homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties Sam Miguel, Guad
ahipe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln,. Grant
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

)

141 t
,

'

Z,

1011
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N'. Mi

HUXMANN

Dental work of any deecrtptloa at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoie
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411

.

No.
No.
No.
No.

LOCAL

I....

TOE

East Bound
"
Arrive
J:10 p. m

4. ...11:64 p.

I....

II

CAEO

1:26 a.
1:16 p.
West

Devn
7:41 a. ft.
11:11 ft. ft
1:11 a. ft

m

m.,...

m... fl:tt
louna

Arrive
No.
No.

No.
No.

I....
I....
T..t.

1:10 p.
1:86 a.
4:20 p.

I....

:!!

p.

m.....

m.....

m....

p,

Depart
1:11 p.
1:41 a.
4:81 .

Garment manufacturers in Ohio
have organized to fight the workmen's
compensation act.
POSITIVELY

MASTERS

CROUP

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO LE SALE AND R E T A i L

Truthful James.
Jim had been brought up In the
country and the paths of righteousness. Even as a child he had been a
truthful little fellow, and this rare vir
Hoax--Wh- y
do they name this cl tue did not desert him when he came
to man's estate which is queer,
gar after Howell Rant, the actor?
Joax (trying to light one) Because things go.
it won t draw, I reckon.
It so happened that he was on one
occasion
haled before the bench
charged with poaching. It was a misA ROAST
take on the part of the police, and
James was indignant. Quivering with
rage, he denied that he had ever, on
this or any other occasion, shot a bird
out of season or belonging to someone

foot otMmln
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RETAIL PRICES

2,000

pounds
pounds
pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50
1,000
200

or More, each dlivery.
20c
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery......... 25c
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
30c
to 200 pounds, each delivery.,,,,.,,,. 40o
pounds, each delivery........
50c

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

per
per

AGUA PUDA COMPANY
Harvesters," Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Maid Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

else.
"Oh, I say now!" protested the mag
istrate. "Do you mean to tell me you
have never in your whole life poached

a bird?"

"Yes, I do, sir?" answered James,
with conviction. "Never in my life
have I shot a bird that I hadn't a right
to never, except once, and that waa
a rabbit what I clumped over the head
'
with a stick!"

The Making of a Hero.
seasoned old "salt" was a devoted
admirer of a youifg middy who served
a the same warship, says the Lorn
don Citizen. An accident occurred
The Manager of the Burlesque Com a man overboard
and a gallant rescue
pany Yes, sir, she's a "burlesque
by one of the lieutenants, which
beauty."
brought a handsome letter of com
Critic That describes her style e
mendation from the admiralty.
fir.tly.
It s a nice thing to get a letter like
said the old tar to his young
that,"
Locating the Fear.
friend. "You ouKht to have onn "
'I'm afraid you have appendicitis,"
'Well, I'll have to wait my chance."
said the doctor.
"What's the use of putting It tltjvt said the middy.
"See here," said the other. "I'll dron
exclaimed Mr. Growcher.
"iiy!"
You're not afraid. If anything you're from the, rigging, and you jump in
lierrfuHy expectant. Rut I'm sfared and rescue me."
"But I can't swim," was the rrpiy.
sail' to death!"
"Never you mind," said the veteran.
'I'll hold you up t!!l the boat cowis."

'

Ft no WHAT YQU WANT

All
SELL

VSAT

YOU

OjNT YAflT'

A

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ada la this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want
(and

are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.

WANT ADS

FIED.

are inexpensive, get results and
Try

tt

.

They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
street.

S

m..... 7:t

D. C.

SPANISH

U

FOLEY CATHARTIC TASLET8
You will like their positive action

ful.

HADN'T COME DOWN YET

M.

Dentist

EYBItYBODY'3

SATIS-
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WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

H

EMBOSSED STATIONERY

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

VJST
v v

furnish it in white
or colors embossed to
coLn

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yovi
with the stationery. (There
is

a

large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends jponlthe style.
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LAS VEGA
who had been here for
I'mve Conway, formerly of the Las Mrs. Hosier,
died on

Steam laundry, has taken a
sition dispensing soda water at
drug store.
,m

(

po-

Mur-jibey- 's

about a year for her health,
Mrs. C.
Sunday morning. A daughter,
at
was
present
Santa
of
Fe,
Ii. smith
the funeral.

DAILY OPTIC.

Bridge St

SATURDAY'S

TONIGHT.

RED AND WHITE GRAPES
PERSIMMONS.
BANANAS.
NEW oranges!
STRAWBERRIES.
CRANBERRIES

TURKEYS
OYSTERS
CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH TOMATOES
TURNIPS
SWEET POTATOES

APPLES
200 Boxes
C1

Per

Box

THE CASH GROCER
T
IS

A STORE FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE
EVERYBODY INCLUDED

LET US HAVE YOUR

i

BUSINESS.

CASH

OR CREDIT.

PA.GE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Em

G. LEWIS, frfffr.

department is in charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
has had fifteen years experience in the business. All work guaranteed. Our private ambulance is always ready.
Our undertaking

TholElodcm Woman

I" H til.

9

iM

knows there is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use- our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell yon why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

Ask your grocer

in

The Ladies' Altar sociely of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the parochial residence. Ail
members are requested to be present
Buy your Christmas presents at the
Ladies' Guild sale Saturday efternoon
in the Coors building. Something to
please everyone. Adv.

Yesterday a young lady was arreststreet on the chage of
disorderly conduct. Chief of Police
Ben Coles attempted to arrest her but
found that he was unable to take her
to the jail by himself. So he called
a deputy) to assist him in placing the
young lady under custody. Finally
the two men got he under control and
put her in a place of detention. She
was arraigned, in the afternoon and
fined $1 and costs. ..A. M. Adier paid
the fine, and tho culprit was released
during good behavior. The young
lady was named Mary and was a
heifer belonging to Adler. She had
istrayed out of the yardonto Sixth
street.
ed on Sixth

Phone Vegas 114

511 Sixth St.

of

Adv.

One of the chief and most Important ambitions of the
management of this store Bince its establishment has
been to make It, first of all, a store FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE. We are continually getting in new furniture and hardware and are endeavoring to give the best
values at a moderate price. We extend every possible
courtesy to all our customers whether large or small
buyers.

N

for

a prominent cattleman
the Pecos neighborhood, is at the

H. S. Arnold,

The Puritan laundry, on the West
has closed down. Mr. Evans,
side,
Laone of the proprietors, has rejoined
the Las Vegas; Steam laundry, and F.
D. Baer. the other owner, is contem
Mr. Merchant, you will need a rev
Las Vegas.
enue cancellation stamp. Order early. plating leaving
Optic Pub' Co.
The Woman's Missionary society of
the First Methodist church will meet
Candies served by the Young la Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
dies' Altar Guild for sale at Ladies at the home of Mrs. A. D. Higgins,
Guild bazaar. Adv.
725 Sixth street. The regular quar- aWv tea and thimble party of the
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker'; rewill occur at this time.
society
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at
popular prices. Adv.
Solidified alcohol is one of the
conveniences to make its appear
Finch' Golden Wedding Rye, aged ance upon the Las" Vegas market. This
In wood. Direct from the distillery to commodity comes in cans of suitable
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. size and shape to" be placed under a
percolator, chafing dish or any other
Interested in furs? We can save household convenience that is operat
you money. We have oniy a iew seis ed by alcohol. AH that is necessary to
left and will close them cut very be done when one is through using it
cheap. Strass' Bonnett Shop Adv. is to put the lid back upon the can,
Solidified alcohol permits of no waste
Revenue cancellation stamps with as the combustion is complete and it
your name ana aaaress, ana a iuu is Impossible to spill it. It f.omes at a
set of dates. Order now from The small figure, two cans for 25 cents,
Optic Pub. Co,
There is enough in1- the two cans to
keep a percolator or chafing dish hot
Buy the material from us and we for many hours. f
will make a beautiful skirt for. two
dollars. This week only. Bacharach's.

Fish pond for the children
Winters at
charge of Miss-Rut- h
dies' guild sale Adv.

Store

Fancy Stock
From Espanola

North- -

Las Vegas hospital receiving treatCall central for Frenchy Transfer,
ment for a severe illness.
Phone Main 35. Adv.

Farm Sausage

T

Grocer and Baker

Pure

Quill Flour.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

,

A motor for use In the new elevator
of the Las Vegas Roller mills has arrived and will be installed at once.
The elevator is practically completed.
When it is ready for use, the mill will
be enabled to store away a supply of
wheat that will keep the plant going
the year round. The mill will be able
to buy New Mexico wheat instead of
allowing It to be shipped away to other markets. The plant has been running at capacity for the past several
months. Recently it has operated as
many as 15 hours a day.
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Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
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The happy homes
of your many
friends!
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You can have the same.

Every
week we are furnishing somebody's home completely, through
the medium of our low prices
and liberal terms. A few dollars each week or month brings
you this enduring pstisfaction.

Larrazolo.
George Sells was indicted by the
grand jury on the charge of forging
the names of G. A Bryan and Hugh
Quigley to a note for $330. The three
men are in the employ of the Santa
Fe railroad. Sells cashed tee instrument at the First National Bank. At
the time of his arraignment before
Justice D, R. Murray, it is said that
he showed the note, and that it had
been paid, and therefore turned over
to him. The note is now in his pos
session, it' is thought.
The Selle case was the last criminal
action of this term cf court in which
a jury was needed. At its conclusion,
therefore', Judge Leahy discharged the
petit jury, thanking them for their ef
ficient work. There are quiet a num
ber of civil cases to be considered

J.

C. Johnsen

& Son

Complete Home Furnishers.
3S

by the court, but all the criminal ac
tions have been completed. It Is the
opinion of the court officials that the
present term will conclude on Saturday .

RIH

i

ESTABLISHED 1876

Inasmuch as the state has not sub
mitted any evidence on which to con
vict the defendant, George Sells, of
the crime of forgery, the jury is in
structed to bring in a verdict of not
guilty."
This morning Judge Leahy thus dis
posed of the case of the state against
George Sells for the crime of forgery.
This action was taken on motion of
the counsel for the defense, after the
state declared that it had no more
District Attorevidence to present.
ney Ward was unable to prove that a
copy of a note on which the prosecution
based its case was an exact reproduction of the original, which, it is said,
had been paid and returned to Sells.
It is said that an error of the bank of
ficials who made the copy is responsible for the verdict. Sells was rep
resented by C. A. Spiess and O. A.

Jury Disagrees
The jury sitting on the case of Peter
Roth vs. Tranquilino Yara after being out all night was brought into
court this morning and declared that
it could not come to a decision. The
THE NEXT NUMBER OF LYCEUM
stated that they were almost
jurymen
COURSE WILL PRESENT
an expressed the opin
divided
evenly
PRETTY LASSIES
ion that they would
be unable to
in a unanimous verdict. They
bring
The Y M. C. A., which has
were therefore discharged and
the
agreeably pleased the public with the case set for retrial on the third
day
first two numbers of the lyceum
of the spring term of court This will
course, now announces the coming of be 'in
May, 1915. It is said thatthe
the Killarney, Girls and Rita Rich, one
nearest
point of unanimity that the
of the most popular numbers In, ly
reached was a vote of 9 to 3, in
ceum circles, with a company of sing jury
whose favor is not itnown.
ers and dancers that has received an
The case of Peter Roth vs. Tranenthuslastio reception in the theatrl
Yara was begun over two and
quilino
cal world.
They will appear at the
f
years ago to decide the ownDuncan opera house next Monday
a stallion. The case was
of
ership
evening at 8:30 o'clock.
tried at that time and decided in favor
The Killarney Girls appear in Irish
of Roth, the jury deciding that the
costumes, and, with an appropriate horse
belonged to the local butcher.
setting, present a program of Instru- Yara
to the supreme court
appealed
mental music, singing and dancing.
which reversed the decision of the
There are Irish songs that range from
lower court. The suit returned to this
to the Irish classics
simple folk-lorcourt for its third trial, and must now
all of which are rendered by a combe retried, before a jury, making at least
pany of real artists. In the program four trials
before, a verdict can be
in shown not onjy Irish humor but
reached. O. A. Larrazolo appeared for
patriotism and pathos, also some of Yara and C. W. G. Ward for Roth.
the legends which have played such
Last night in chambers Judge Leahy
an Important ; part in Irish history.
considered the case of the First NaThe company alao carries a rare old tional bank of Fort
Sumner, N, M.,
Irish harp.
vs. Frank B. Manzanares and his wife,
Miss Rita Rich, whose work is one Ofelia
Manzanares, a. suit on a note
of the special features of this com- to
the amount of $2,847 signed by the
pany, is "widely known. One of the defendants. The testimony was pracfeatures of her work is her appeartically completed. The defense, howance in Irish folk-lorsongs attired in ever, asked a
delay of ten days to en-able it to secure the testimony of
Frank Manzanares, who is In Denver
Hi This continuaance wa3 granted by the
&
Judge, and the case will be finished
We were able to spare enough
at a later date.
room in our new store building
Two Men Sentenced
to add a complete line of FURJudge Leahy this afternoon passed
NITURE and RUGS. We did it
sentence on David Sandoval, who
without practically any addiguilty to a charge of assault
pleaded
tional expense. We are now ofwith a deadly weapon. Sandoval was
fering FURNITURE and RUGS
given a term of not more than 15
at prices that are very reason
; months nor less than 12 mom.ha in the
able indeed.
state penitentiary. His sentence was
suspended during good behavior. San
LUDWID WM. ILFELD
doval was indicted on two counts by
and Hardware.
the grand jury. He pleaded guilty to
one charging him with assauU with

The only kind

that stand up and give

satisfactory service in
this country.

BEAUTIES

Cars and a full assortment of parts
on hand at all times. Also prompt
and efficient Ford
service.

Don't wait, call for a demonstration
at any time.

J. F.WESNFR
At

LAS VEGAS AUTO & MACHINE

CO.

one-hal-

e
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Old Fashioned

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
he mm & mard co. store

Furniture

tteo

.

Installments

phone Main 379
Everything In Furniture

the

vative Bank.

I

At

of

M. C. A.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-
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JUDGE LEAHY SAYS THE STATE
CASE
FAILS TO PROVE
AGAINST ENGINEER

GIRLS
I

There will be a meeting
board of directors of the Y.
this evening at 8 o'clock.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

TOE FORGERY CHARGE

II. YORK

populated settlement. He pleaded not
guilty, but was convicted by a Jury.
Lobato fired at the three children of
Peter Ciddio, his neighbor, when they
annoyed him by driving off his burros, it was charged.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

BEETS
PARSNIPS.

Order your revenue cancellors now.

Jones Dairy Farm
Little Pig Sausage, It's delicious 35c lb
Jones Dairy Farm Sliced Bacon 40c lb
25c lb

Irish costume, For her encores she a dealy weapon, and not guilty to a
will probably give some selections charge of attempted rape. lie will be
from the Scotch and from the Indian tried on the latter charge, at a" later
'
'
date.
music.
Anas-tasi- o
sentenced
also
Judge Leahy
The seven members of the company
Lobato, giving him a term of six
are all artists. Some of the singers
have occupied places n the largest months in the county Jail. This sentence also was suspended during good
churches in the country.
In the theatrical world Irish- - players behavior, Lobato was indicted by the
have met with a most enthusiastic grand jury for firing a gun within a
reception. The seven beauties from
the Emerald Isle will undoubtedly
draw a large crowd here. The Y. M..
C. A states that teese people draw
A
large crowds everywhere they go and
expects that the opera house will be
filled to its capacity. Tickets will be
placed on sale early and can be ob
tained at the Y. M. C. A. any time
after Thursday morning.

SELLS ACQUITTED

CARROTS

J.

1914.

"

Optio Pub. Co.

Cutler Brothers, lnsuraace.
west corner of Plaza, Adv.
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LOCAL NEWS

Brookfield

DECEMBER

MUTUAL THEATER
-

First Show Starts at 7; 15
The county clerk's offlce has issued
of the
first
the
was
day
TUESDAY
Yesterday
a marriage license to Carlota GonzaNormal Uniat
the
term
school
new
of Anger"
"The
Terror
Velasquez,
les, aged 19, and Malaquias
was devoted to the busiIt
versity.
l
Las
of
21,
both
Vegas.
aged
feature) Thanhouser
ness of enrollment. Dr. Frank H. H.
Girl No. 43"
Mutual
"Our
the Normal, has
Mr. and Mrs. Miguel A. Ellsworth Roberts, president of
enrollment
Reliance
are the proud parents of twins a boy ent the report covering the
of school to Goverand a girl. Mr. Ellsworth is employ for the first term
were 148 stuThere
McDonald.
nor
ed at M. Danziger & Company's store.
dents enrolled in the training school,
and 69 in the
The Ladies' Aid society of the First 123 in the High school,
a total of
making
section,
,niWfi
af
Itaptist church will meet tomorrow
Institutions.
.,.
in
the
ternoon at the chrch. All members 340 pupils
nv.
:
offas
are requested to be present,
STAGE
AUTO
the
for
coming
will
elected
Skirts made this week at Bachar-ach'- s
be
icers
Automobile stage line to Mora trl',
for $2.00 Adv.
year .
woofeiv Tuesday. Thursday and Sat
a.
Funeral services, for the late Mrs. urday, leaving Murphey's corner ,8
Mince meat and lots of good things
m.
Leave
a.
9:45
Mora
Km ma Hosier were held this morning m., arriving
to eat at Ladies' Guild sale. Adv.
5:45 p.
at 10 o'clock from the chapel of J C. Mora 4 p. -in. arrivejs Las Vegas
c. n a van
rouuu
ror
A.
im. Fare
inp.. "i
Johnsen & Son. The Rev. Royal
Complete change of program at the
one
Simonds officiated at the Interment, $3. Round trip tickets good for
Photoplay daily. Adv.
which was in Odd. Fellows' cemetery. week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Old Taylor Whlufcey and Sherwood
Rye at th Opera Bar. Adv.
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